With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Compassionate.

(3) Ali-Imran
Ali-Imran means Imran s family . This Surath got Its name from the verse 33 which
mentions about Imran family . This Surath contains the verses which explain about the
Battle of Bad r and Battle of Uh d taken place in the 2nd and 3rd year of Hijra between
the believers and the disbelievers respectively. It also contains some verses mentioning
about the conversation of Christian delegates from Najran with Prophet in the 9th year
of Hijra at Medina. After explaining the life history of Maryam, Jesus (the son of
Maryam), Zakariya, Yahiya etc. it invites the children of Israel during prophet s period
to the real way of life of their forefathers. As the Splendid Book Adhikr is the Book today
for entire mankind, every verse which says about the people of Book is applicable only
to the Muslims including the hypocrites and their blind followed disbelievers. This
Surath teaches that the Battle of Uh͛d͛ was made to separate the true believers and
hypocrites among the Muslims. Islam is the only way of life which the Creator Lord
satisfied for the entire creatures. This Surath also teaches that it is not possible for
anyone even for prophet to bring or not to bring anyone into Islam (the True way of
life).
This Surath contains verses explaining the character of believers. It commands the
believers to be a single party by hold fasting Adhikr firmly. Surath Al-Baqara and AliImran together are known as Zahravan which means two gardens of flowers. It
contains 200 verses. Prophet used to recite the verses from 190 to 200 as soon as he
woke up from sleep.
With the name of Allah, the Impartial, the Merciful
1. Alif- Laam- Meem.
The Book which is revealed from Lord Allah through the Angel Jibreel to the Messenger
Muhammad. See the explanation 2: 1.
2. Lord Allah, there is no Deity except Him, the Ever-living, the Survivor and the
Sustainer.
This verse containing the glorious name of the Lord also has come as a part of the verse
2: 255. The Ever-living , the Survivor and Sustainer belong to the Supreme names of
Lord.

3. Sent down the Book (step by step) upon you with the Truth, testifying whatever
revealed before It; and He sent down Thourath and Injeel.
4. Before as a Guidance for mankind, and sent down the Criterion. Indeed, those who
are hiding the verses of Lord Allah, for them have severe punishment; and Allah is the
Exalted for taking revenge.
The Lord has sent down 313 Books from Messenger Noah to Messenger Muhammed in
different languages (bodies) with the single soul (Adhikr). Adhikr revealed to Prophet
Muhammed is testifying and safeguarding all the 312 previous Books and their upright
Explanations as told in the verses 5: 48 and 16: 44. It is the Guidance and Criterion for
the entire mankind. The verses 5: 95 and 14: 47 also end as: Allah is the Exalted for
taking revenge. See the explanation 2: 2, 185 and 209.
5. Indeed Lord Allah, nothing is hidden from Him either in the Earth or in the Heaven.
The verse 14: 38 is also having the same Message. It is told in the verse 40: 16 that
nothing of them will be hidden from the Lord, it will be asked on the Day of Judgment:
To whom belongs the Kingship today? It is to Lord Allah, the One, the Dictator. It is told
in the verse 41: 40: Indeed those who are perverting Our verses are not hidden upon Us.
Who is better the one to be thrown to the Hell Fire or the one who comes safely on the
Day of Judgment? You do as you wish; indeed He is watching whatever you are doing.
See the explanation 1: 3; 2: 29 and 107.
6. He is the One Who is shaping you in the wombs as He wishes; there is no Deity
except Him, the Exalted, the Wise.
It is told in the verse 59: 24 that He is Allah, the Creator of the soul, the Maker of the
body and the Synchronizer of the soul with body; to Him belongs names submitted by
the Best Book Adhikr; whatever in Heavens and in Earth glorifies Him, He is the Exalted,
the Wise. See explanation 2: 28 and 129.
7. He is the One Who sent down upon you the Book, the wise verses of It are the
mother of the Book; while others are allegorical. Then in whose hearts have
crookedness will follow whatever allegorical in It seeking sedition and seeking Its
predictions. Nobody knows Its predictions except Lord Allah, and those who have
versed Knowledge are saying: We believed with It, each and everything is from our
Lord. But none remembers except the ones endowed with intelligence.
There are two types of verses in the Book. The Wise verses having clear meaning and
are well explained. These are the foundation of the Book. The previous Scriptures

contained only such verses. The unique peculiarity of the last Book is that It contains
also Muthashabihath (allegorical).
Those who are asking the explanation of allegorical verses and the occurrence of the
verses predictions are the human devil hypocrites. They are saying their followers:
Since Alif Laam Meem , Khaaf Haa Yaa Ain Swaad etc. are not explained by prophet
Muhammad, you will be rewarded for reading the Qur an even without Its contents. For
this they purposefully misquote Prophet s teaching: No one recites Alif Lam Meem
without recording 10 virtues for each letter. But Prophet also taught: After 30 years of
my departure, Islam will be deteriorated; and the Qur an reading people will be of 3
groups: (1) Fajir who eats Qur an or eats by using Qur an, by which he will be darted
away from Islam as an arrow darts away from its bow. (2) Kafir (hypocrites) who
knowingly hides the contents of the Book. (3) Believer who says what he does and does
what he says. Prophet also taught that the 1 in 1000 believer (Third group) will only get
the reward by reciting the Book, whereas It will increase filth over filth to the above first
and second group (ie. Fajir and Kafir) belonging to 999 in each and every 1000.
Before codifying Adhikr, the allegorical verses were not explained. It is told in the verse
7: 52: Surely We have brought them a Book in which We have explained upon My
Knowledge, a Guidance and a Mercy for the people of believers. The Three Time
Knower Lord Allah mentioned in the verse 25: 58 has codified Adhikr –the Three Time
knowledge—through the Three Time Knower mentioned in the verses 25: 59. It
explains each and everything including Alif Laam Meem , Khaaf Haa Yaa Ain Swaad ,
Thwaa Seen Meem and Ain Sween Khaaf . Without Adhikr which is the Permission of
the Lord to become a believer, no one can enter the Paradise. Read together 7: 53 and
39: 23. See the explanation 2: 152, 159-161 and 166-167.
8. Our Lord! You do not deviate our hearts after You have guided us, You grant us Your
own Mercy generously; indeed You are the Only Grantor of Bounties without
measure.
Adhikr is the Mercy and Guidance. Since It is formed as a Book, anyone who holdfasts It,
he is guided into the Straight path and is entered in Lord s Mercy. See the explanation 2:
185 and 256.
9. Our Lord! Indeed You will gather all mankind on a Day – about which there is no
doubt; indeed Lord Allah will never breach the Promises.
The Day of Judgment is a Day in which each and every one will get his/her Record
fastened upon the neck as an Illuminated Open Book as mentioned in the verses 17: 1314; 18: 49; 23: 62-63; 36: 12; 45: 28-29; 58: 6 and 78: 21-30. Whoever made his

Recording Book under the Light—Adhikr—he will only triumph. Those who are unaware
of this Recording Book and didn t become believer with Adhikr, they will be the losers.
Both the verses 3: 194 and 13: 31 end as: Indeed Lord Allah will never breach the
Promises. See the explanation 2: 254.
10. Indeed those who have disbelieved, neither their wealth nor their children will
benefit them from Lord Allah; and such are only the firewood for the Fire.
The disbelievers mentioned here are the hypocrites who are knowingly hiding Lord s
Book—Adhikr—as explained in the verses 2: 6-7. Both the verses 9: 55 and 85 say that
neither their wealth nor their children should dazzle you; indeed Lord Allah intends to
punish them with these things in this worldly life and they have been perished as
disbelievers. Today, Muslims of the entire world are reading these verses. Most of them
are teaching only reading of the Book . Some of them are even teaching Its meaning
which is only the life of It. But none of them are learning or teaching Soul of the Book—
Adhikr—which is the Food, Cloth and Sight of Jinn comrade mentioned in the verses 43:
36-39; 50: 27-29 and 59: 16-17. Actually they are teaching the Quran to their children
just like the Jews were teaching the Book Thourath to their children during Prophet s
period. That is teaching just reading of the Book or the meaning of It without teaching
the content- the soul. As per the verses 2: 146 and 6: 20 those to whom the Lord has
given the Book will recognize Prophet just like they recognize their own sons. By
rejecting the Wise Reminder Adhikr, they are not following or witnessing Prophet s life
among the mankind. Instead they are blindly following 29 pseudo prophets and are
hurrying to welcome the 30th pseudo prophet Maseeh-A-Dajjal (Antichrist). The Three
Time Knower explained about this when Prophet was in Mecca itself: One night,
Prophet awoke and asked three times: Oh Allah, didn t I convey? Then Ummer awoke
and replied: Yes, you did . Then in the morning Prophet said: Islam will spread all over
the world, and It will be replaced with refusals. The people of overseas (Europeans and
Americans) will laugh at Islam. Then another period will come in which the people will
read and teach the reading of Arabic Qur an, and will say: We are reciting and teaching
Qur an, then who is better than us? Prophet asked: Is there any goodness in them?
The followers asked: Oh Prophet, who are they? Prophet replied: They are from
among you; they themselves are the fuel of the Fire . These worthless people who have
forgotten Adhikr—the Best Interpretation of Lord s Book--- will be dragged prone on
their faces into the Hell, such are in the worst place and are the most strayed as
explained in the verses 2: 7. See the explanation 2: 18, 24 and 39.
11. Just like the family of Pharaoh as well as those before them; they rejected Our
verses, so Lord Allah seized them on account of their offenses; and Allah is severe in
torment.

The verses 8: 52 and 54 are also having the same message. Those who follow the
footsteps of Pharaoh till the last day include in the family of Pharaoh. Like that the
family of Muhammad includes the believers up to the Last Day who follow the Best book
Husna. Lord Allah punished Pharaoh only when he became a transgressed hypocrite
after realizing all the Truth. Their 5th phase Barsakh - the place after death- will be a pit
from the Hell. There, the Hell will be exposed to them in its real appearance in every
morning and evening. On the Day of Judgment, they will be thrown to the Hell without
trial as told in the verse 40: 46. When Pharaoh was drowned in the sea he told: indeed I
believed that there is no Deity except the One with whom the children of Israel have
believed, and I have submitted all to Him. The hypocrites who are knowingly hiding the
Truth will witness against their soul at the time of their death that they were
disbelievers as explained in the verse 2: 10. See the explanation 2: 99, 174-176 and 242.
12. You say to those who disbelieved: Certainly You will be defeated and you will be
summoned in to Hell; What evil cradles!
The verses 2: 206; 3: 197; 13: 18 and 38: 56 also end as: What evil cradles! The
disbeliever mentioned in any verse in the Book includes both the human devil
hypocrites and their blind followers. Through the verse 14: 30 the believer is
commanded to say to them: You enjoy here, then indeed your return is in to the Fire .
In the verse 2: 175 Lord asks: What a patience they are showing for the Fire. See the
explanation 1: 7; 2: 166-167.
13. Verily there was a sign for you in the two detachments met together, one was
fighting in the way of Lord Allah, while the other was disbelieving; they saw them
twice of them at a glance, and Lord Allah strengthens with His help whom He wishes,
indeed there is a moral for those who have Insight.
The verse mentions about the first battle occurred in Bad͛r between believers and
disbelievers. Disbelievers were actually thrice in number of believers. But at the first
sight believers felt that the disbelievers are only just twice of believers number and
thus Allah empowered courage and stability for the believers. At the sight of
disbelievers, Lord made believers twice in number, and thereby instilled terror in the
heart of disbelievers. It is told in the verses 8: 43-44 to Prophet: In your dream Lord
showed to you disbelievers few in number, if I had shown to you them as many, you
would surely have been discouraged and would have quarreled in your decisions, but
the Lord saved you; indeed He knows what is in the chests. And remember when you
met in the battle, He showed to you them as few in number in your eyes and made you
appear as few in number in their eyes, so that Lord might accomplish what He had
decided, for all matter will be returned to Lord Allah. Read together the verses 8: 45-47.

The disbelievers who came with great pride were well armed, more than 1000 in
number and had made battle as their life style. Against them on the other side, it was a
small party of Lord with only 313 members, inexpert in war and without sufficient
weapons. But the Lord sent down Angels to help them against the disbelievers.
The Lord says in the verse 8: 17 to Prophet: It was not you who killed them, but it was
the Lord Allah who killed them; When you threw, you didn t throw, but it was the Lord
who threw, so that He might pass the believers successfully through this excellent trial.
Indeed the Lord is All-hearing, All-knowing. It is told in the verse 4: 79: Any good
happens to you, it is from your Lord, while any evil happens to you, it is from yourselves.
That means with the remembrance of the Lord with Adhikr which is the Safeguard, no
evil will affect anyone.
Today, as there is no group of believers, there is no battle with weapons. But Jihad with
Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kuffar is advised as mentioned in the verses 9: 73; 25:
52 and 66: 9. See the explanation 2: 152, 243 and 251.
14. The love of passions towards women and sons are made attracted for mankind, as
well as accumulated gold and silver treasures, pedigreed horses, livestock and crops;
they all are entertainment of worldly life, and with Lord Allah is the finest retreat.
For the aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers Satan makes attractive the
luxuries of this world. But the 1 in 1000 believer by knowing the aim of life will live here
under the Light of the Best Book Adhikr. And he will prepare the Paradise here in the 4 th
phase in order to inherit it in the 7th phase. It is told in the verse 6: 43: Satan has made
attractive for the disbelievers what they have been doing. Read together 8: 28 and 43:
32-35. See the explanation 2: 102, 261 and 266.
15. You say: Shall I give you news of something even better than that? Those who are
heedful will have Paradise near their Lord Allah beneath which rivers are flowing to
live therein forever, and with purified spouses and good pleasure of Allah; and Allah is
Observant of His servants.
In the verse 64: 15 Lord says: Indeed, your wealth and your children are a sedition;
whereas the Lord, with Him is the greatest reward. So believer will holdfast Lord today
by holding fast Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope— mentioned in the verses 2: 256 and 31:
22. See the explanation 2: 25, 121 and 213.
16. They are those who are praying: Oh our Lord, indeed we believed; so you forgive
us our offenses and shield us the punishment of the Fire!

17. They are the patient ones, testifiers of the Truth, devotees, spenders and seekers
of forgiveness in the early hours of the morning.
Believers are having the aim of life that they are deputed into the 4 th phase in order to
prepare Paradise for the 7th phase. So they will give preference to the eternal Hereafter
than the temporary worldly life. In this Last Days, they will read Adhikr especially in the
dusk and dawn, and will do the single Prostration of Recitation . They will help the Lord
by propagating Adhikr and will do and encourage others to do organic farming as well as
planting trees. Thus they will remember their Lord in all their standing, sitting and lying
by praising and glorifying Him. It is told in the verse 39: 33 that the one who received
the Truth and testifies It, such are the heedful. See the explanation 2: 152-153 and 245.
18. Lord Allah witnesses that Indeed there is no Deity except Him, and the Angels and
those who are endowed with Knowledge standing with Justice also witness that there
is no Deity except Him, the Exalted, the Wise.
Adhikr is mentioned as Justice in 15 verses such as 4: 135; 5: 8; 57: 25 and as 'Witness
in 4 verses such as 6: 19 and 11: 17. So whoever holdfasts Adhikr, he is holding fast the
Lord—the Witness. Adhikr is the Knowledge revealed to 313 Messengers from Nooh to
Muhammed as told in the verses 16: 43-44; 21: 24 and 41: 43. In the verse 17: 107 the
characters of those who were given the Knowledge before is mentioned as: If the
Knowledge is explained upon them, they will fall down on their faces in humble
prostration. Knowledge which is one of the 40 names of Adhikr is mentioned in the
verses such as 7: 52; 22: 3, 8. Anyone who talks about the Lord without having the
Knowledge Adhikr, he is a repudiating disbeliever and wrongdoer as told in the verses
29: 47-49. See the explanation 2: 140-144 and 220.
19. Indeed, the only Dheen (way of life) with Lord Allah is lslam, and those who were
given the Book have not disagreed except after receiving the Knowledge out of envy
towards one another; and whoever hides the verses of Allah, then indeed Allah is
prompt in Reckoning.
The way of life submitted by Adhikr—the Three Time Knowledge—is the only way of life
satisfied by the Three Time Knower Lord to the entire mankind from Adam to the last
Day. The verses 9: 33; 48: 28 and 61: 9 say that He is the One who sent His Messenger
with the Guidance and the True way of life in order to be it supreme upon all other ways
of life even though it is hateful for the Mushriks (Muslims differentiated in to groups) as
explained in the verses 4: 150-151. When the people of all previous Messengers
deviated from Adhikr (the Straightpath), the Lord appointed Muhammed as the last
Prophet and Messenger with the ultimate form of Adhikr mentioned in the verses 15: 9;
16: 44 and 41: 41-42. Then after 30 years of Muhammed s departure, people deviated

from the Book and thus Islam was deteriorated. Then the Qur an reading people
became in three groups as explained in the verse 3: 7.
Today, the Lord s Book is codified as a Book in the name Adhikr through the Three
Time Knower mentioned in the verse 25: 59. Its preservation is undertaken by the Lord
of the universe as told in the verse 15: 9. It explains each and everything as told in the
verse 16: 89. It is revealed in order to punish the hypocritical men and women as well as
the Mushrik men and women among Muslims as told in the verses 33: 72-73; 48: 6 and
98: 6. Adhikr is the only Ticket to the Paradise as mentioned in the verses 20: 3; 73: 19
and 74: 49 and the only Safeguard against all disasters, calamities, diseases and Hell as
told in the verses 5: 48. See the explanation 2: 208-210 and 213.
20. Then if they argue with you, then you say: I have submitted my face completely to
Lord Allah and so whoever follows me. Then you ask to those who have been given
the Book and the illiterates: Are you also submitting yourselves? If they submit, verily
they are guided; and if they turn back, then indeed the responsibility upon you is
conveying the Message; and Allah is Observant of His servants.
During Prophet s time, the Book given people were the Jews and Christians, and the
illiterates were the Meccan pagans. If we are taking Adhikr as the Balance and Insight,
today the Knowledge given people are the hypocritical leaders of different Muslim
groups, while the illiterates are the common Muslims who are reading body of the Book.
Both these people by forgetting the Lord and the aim of life have become Mujirims
mentioned in 50 places such as 7: 40; 32: 12 and 22. They are serving the Satan instead
of Lord Allah as told in the verses 36: 59-62. They have not submitted their will and
power to the Lord. So at the time of their death Lord will tell every one of them: You
were among the Kafir as told in the verse 39: 59. At the time of death they will witness
against their soul that indeed they were Kafirs as told in the verses 7: 37 as well as on
the Day of Judgment as told in the verse 6: 130.
It is told in the verse 12: 108: You declare: This is my way, I am inviting you to Lord;
upon an Insight are whoever follows me and myself, Glory be to the Lord, and I am not
among the Mushriks . See the explanation 2: 212, 254 and 3: 7.
21. Indeed those who are hiding the verses of Lord Allah, slaying the Prophets without
any Truth and killing those who are commanding with Justice among the mankind;
then you announce them about the glad tidings of painful punishment.
22. Such are those who made futile their deeds in this world as well as in the
Hereafter, and for them will have none from the helpers.

The human devil hypocrites have been killed by the Lord as told in the verses 63: 4 and
80: 17. They perverted the Mercy Adhikr into disbelief and permitted their followers the
Hell—house of worthless—as told in the verses 14: 28-29. The wrath and curse of the
Lord are affected upon them and the Hell is kept prepared for them as told in the verse
48: 6. They are the worst creatures among 400 communities of creatures in the land as
told in the verse 98: 6; they are also mentioned as the worst creatures among all the
1000 communities of creatures both in the land and in the water since they are deaf
from hearing Adhikr and dumb from speaking It as told in the verse 8: 22. They are the
fuels of the Fire as told in the verses 2: 39; 3: 10; 18: 101, etc. They will be roasted in the
great Fire as told in the verses 87: 9-12 and 89: 23. Without being a believer with Lord s
Permission—Adhikr—mentioned in the verses 10: 99-100, they will get hell as fine for all
their deeds as explained in the verse 2: 186. See the explanation 1: 7 and 2: 61-62.
23. Have you not turned your visions into those who were given a portion of the Book,
they are invited to Lord Allah s Book in order to judge among them; then a group
among them are turning away and they are the neglectors.
24. That is because they are saying: The fire will never touch us except for numbered
days . They have been deceived by the self-invented forgeries in their religions.
The character of Jews and Christians during the time of Prophet in Medina can be seen
today among the hypocritical transgressors and their blind followers- Mushriks of
different Muslim organizations. If they are called to Lord s Book Adhikr, they will not
accept It. They do not say about any of the 40 names of Lord s Book to the mankind.
Instead they only utter Qur an which means for repeated reading . The Jinn soul-mate
mentioned in the verses 43: 36-39 and 59: 16-17 have deceived them. They are
attributing different intercessors and patrons for the Lord of the universe. They are
arrogantly arguing that they are the people of the Book and are the followers of the
Prophet, while they are the worthless people as told in the verse 25: 18 and the worst
among all creatures as told in the verse 8: 22 who do not hear the Book Dhikree or tell
about It to others. They are the inmates of the hellfire as explained in the verses 2: 39
and 3: 10. They are calling the mankind to the Satan s house—the Hellfire. See the
explanation 2: 80, 94-95 and 158-159.
25. Then, how their condition will be when We gather them on the Day about which
there is no doubt, and each soul will be given for what it has earned and they will not
be wronged.
This verse also teaches that Impartial Lord Allah is not guiding anyone either to Paradise
or to Hell. So male or female by utilizing Adhikr—the Light—should prepare Paradise in
this world in order to inherit it in the Hereafter. Today, 999 out of 1000 Muslims are

earning Hell without utilizing the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr. All their deeds are futile
as explained in the verse 2: 186. See the explanation 1:3; 2: 281 and 286.
26. You pray: Oh Allah! The King of Kings, You give kingship to anyone You wish and
take out kingship from anyone You wish; You make exalt anyone You wish and
disgrace anyone You wish; goodness is within Your hand, indeed You are capable upon
each and everything!
27. You cause the night to embed in the day and You cause the day to embed in the
night; You bring the living from the dead, You bring the dead from the living and You
provide sustenance to anyone You wish without any measure.
The Prophet used to pray these two verses as well as the verse 3: 18 as Vird for
testifying the Oneness of Lord. Therefore, today the believers after their single
Prostration of Recitation in the dusk and dawn should pray as: Oh Allah! The King of the
kings, You give kingship to anyone You wish and take out kingship from anyone You
wish; You make exalt anyone You wish and disgrace anyone You wish; goodness is
within Your hand; indeed You are capable upon each and everything! You cause the
night to embed in the day and You cause the day to embed in the night; You bring the
living from the dead, You bring the dead from the living and You provide sustenance to
anyone You wish without any measure.
So when the believer prays this with his soul without uttering with tongue, he prays to
the Lord for bringing the rulers who judge with Justice among the mankind and who are
doing goodness to all subjects irrespective of religion, sex, caste, color, etc. Since only 1
in 1000 returns to the Paradise by utilizing Adhikr as the Ticket and the rest 999 will go
to the Hell by hiding and rejecting Adhikr–the Safeguard—after receiving, the believer
won t compel anyone to become a believer. The impartial Lord or any person can t
make others a believer. But male or female by utilizing Adhikr can become a believer. So
he will try to convey the Lord s Message throughout the world irrespective of sex,
nation, caste, color, etc. aiming the peace and the tranquil life by forming harmony of
the mankind and to utilize It as the Balance and Trust to keep the universe in its
equilibrium. He will be always against the communal and religious unity which is against
the teachings of Lord s Book. He will do Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and
Kuffar (those who are hiding repeatedly Lord s verses) with Adhikr—the Strongest
Weapon—as told in the verses 9: 73; 25: 52 and 66: 9. The believer is always in the
conscious that no one has the freedom to select his nation, religion, era of birth, sex,
color, parents, children etc. So he will wish to have leaders and rulers who are showing
mercy and kindness towards the entire mankind as well as to all the creatures of the
Lord in the Universe. See the explanation 2: 62 and 256-258.

28. The believers will not select the disbelievers as their protectors besides the
believers, and whoever does so, he will have nothing to do with Lord Allah, except cooperating with them heeding Allah; Allah is cautioning you about Himself, and to Lord
Allah will all of you return.
Different groups among the Muslims are the true disbelievers as told in the verses 4:
150-151 and 11: 17. So the 1 in 1000 believer will not select or elect the disbelievers as
his leaders or rulers. He will only co-operate with the disbelievers in unavoidable
circumstances under the Light of Adhikr. He will be always in the conscious that Lord
Allah is with him wherever and whenever he is. It is told in the verse 9: 23 by calling the
believers: You shouldn t select your parents and your siblings as your protectors if they
are preferring disbelief over belief; and whoever from you is selecting them, then such
are the wrongdoers. Believer belongs to the Lord Allah s party where as the
disbelievers, wrongdoers, transgressors, hypocrites, repudiators, arrogant ones,
mischief makers etc. who hide and reject Adhikr belong to the Satan s party as told in
the verses 58: 22 and 58: 19 respectively.
To put it briefly, the relations in the Light of Adhikr only will be benefited in the
Hereafter. All other relations will end in enmity and blaming each other as told in the
verse 43: 67. Read together 4: 144. See the explanation 2: 99, 165-167 and 254.
29. You Say: Whatever you conceal in your chest or disclose it, Lord Allah knows it;
and He knows whatever is in the Heaven and whatever is on Earth; and Allah is
capable upon each and everything.
Muslims by rejecting Adhikr from the Three Time Knower Lord are keeping Satan in their
chests and are following satanic footsteps. They are thinking that by accepting and
giving prophet s and saint people s names for individuals, and uttering by mouth: The
Lord is great, no Deity except the Lord can succeed in the Hereafter. They are falsely
teaching people that whoever says, there is no Deity except Lord Allah , he can enter
the Paradise . They are deviated from the Truth than any other people belonging to
Messenger s community. The condition of wailing these wrongdoers on the Hereafter is
told in the verses 25: 27-29 as: Woe to me! If I hadn t taken so-and-so as my intimate
friend, verily he obstructed me from Adhikr after It had reached to me; Satan was a
traitor to mankind. As told in the verses 25: 30 Messenger Muhammed will say on the
Day of Judgment against his people: Oh my Lord! Indeed my people of this flew away
from this reading. See the explanation 2: 121, 234 and 284.
30. On the Day when every soul will find presented whatever from good he has done
as well as from whatever bad he has done; He will wish if there were a long distance

between him and that, Lord Allah is cautioning you about Himself; and Allah is full of
kindness towards His servants.
Every male and female has to face the Day of Judgment on which he/she will find what
it has earned whether good or evil. This verse also teaches that the Paradise or Hell is to
be earned by oneself, and the Impartial Lord doesn t make anyone guided or misguided.
Between him and that means between the evil soul and its futile deeds as well as
between him and the Day of Judgment . See how Lord is cautioning about the Day of
Judgment through the verse 78: 40: On the Day when each person sees what it has
earned, the disbeliever will wail: Oh, woe to me! If I were only dust . See the
explanation 2: 200-202 and 281-282.
31. You Say: If you are liking Lord Allah, then you follow me, Allah will like you and He
will forgive you your offenses; Allah is the Oft-forgiving, the Merciful.
32. You Say: You obey Lord Allah and the Messenger, then if they turn away indeed
Lord Allah doesn t like the disbelievers.
Today, obeying the Lord and following Messenger is only possible by following the Best
Book Adhikr. Whoever among the Muslims hides and rejects Adhikr—the Best
Interpretation of Lord s Book—he will be dragged prone on his face into the Hell, he is in
the worst place and the most strayed as told in the verses 25: 33-34. The hypocrites and
their blind followers are the inmates of the Hell. The hypocrites will enter the Hell even
without Trial as told in the verse 4: 145, whereas their weaklings will be led into the Hell
after Trial as told in the verse 39: 71. Today, Muslims are not obeying Lord Allah or
following Prophet Muhammed, instead they are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are
welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. See the explanation 2: 15, 146 and 170171.
33. Indeed Lord Allah has chosen Adam, Nooh, the family of Ibrahim and the family of
Imran above all the men of the worlds.
34. Some of them are offspring of others; and Lord Allah is All-hearing, All-knowing.
Here mentioned Imran s family is the paternal family of Maryam (mother of Jesus).
Imran s family is the descendant of Messenger Ibrahim. In the verses 42: 13-14 it is told:
Lord has ordained for you the same way of life which He ordained to you, Nooh,
Ibrahim, Moosa and Jesus; you steadfast the way of life and don t differ in It; it is a great
burden upon the Mushriks the way of life you are calling them. And they haven t
differed except after receiving the Knowledge due the envy among themselves . After
reminding about the Prophets like Zakariya, Yahiya, Jesus, Ibrahim, Ishaq, Ya qoob,
Moosa, Haroon, Ismael and Idirees, Lord says in the verse 19: 58: Such are the Prophets

upon whom Lord has bestowed His Mercy from the descendants of Adam, and those
who carried with Nooh, and the descendants of Ibrahim and Israel; and among them
there are those Lord has guided and He has chosen. When the verses of the Impartial
Lord are explained upon them, they will fall down by crying in prostration . All Prophets
like Nooh, Ibrahim, Ismael, Ishaq and Jesus were in Straightpath as told in the verses 6:
83-87. The Guidance Adhikr is mentioned as the Straightpath to the Lord in the verses
such as 1: 5; 2: 142; 4: 68, 175; 6: 39, 126, 153; 36: 61; and whoever is differing in It, all
their deeds will be futile. And in the verses 6: 89-90 it is told: If these people (today the
Muslims) hide and reject the Reminder which is for the entire worlds, verily Lord will
entrust It to a people who will not hide It . See the explanation 2: 136, 213 and 3: 19.
35. Remember when the woman of Imran prayed: Oh my Lord! Indeed I have
dedicated for Your service what is in my womb, so You accept from me; indeed You
alone is the All-hearing, All-knowing.
36. When she delivered her she said: Oh my Lord! Indeed I have delivered a female.
And Lord Allah is the Best Knower of what she has delivered; and a male is not equal
to a female. And I have named her Maryam; and indeed I seek refuge to You about her
and her offspring from Satan- the outcast.
Prophet taught: The temptation of Satan will affect each and every child of Adam. But
due to this prayer Satan will not approach Maryam and Jesus. Therefore, Jesus is not
crucified, instead he was raised up into the 2nd Heaven as explained in the verses 4: 157159. Jesus will be sent down again to the Earth for killing the Satan Antichrist. By seeing
Jesus, Antichrist will start to melt such as salt melts in the water. By affecting his breath,
the disbelievers will fall down to death. The meaning of A male is not like a female is
that a male can travel and stay alone anywhere even at midnight, but a female needs
presence of a guardian. See the explanation 2: 112 and 252.
37. Then her Lord accepted her with a best manner and caused her to grow in the best
manner, and Zakariya was assigned as her guardianship. Whenever Zakariya entered
her shrine, he found food supplied near her; he asked: Oh Maryam! From where did
you get it? She replied: It is from Lord Allah ; indeed Allah is giving sustenance
without measure to whom He wishes.
It was for the first time a female was appointed for the service of Lord in the Masjid. At
that time, a dispute was occurred about her guardianship, and they drew lots with
arrows. Thus Prophet Zakariya, the old man having no children, got the sponsorship of
Maryam as told in the verse 3: 44. This verse teaches that before sending the Maeda —
food tray from Paradise—as a reply to the prayer of Jesus as per the verse 5: 114, Lord
Allah had sent heavenly sustenance to his mother Maryam in a supernatural way. This

verse also teaches that Lord is able to give sustenance to whom He wishes without any
measures and reasons. See the explanation 2: 260 and 3: 26-27.
38. Then on seeing this Zakariya prayed to his Lord; he said: My Lord! You grant me a
pure offspring as Your bounty, indeed You are the One Who responds for the prayer.
As Your bounty means, beyond any reasons and senses. Today for getting response
for any prayer and accepting any deed 2 conditions are explained in the verse 2:186.
Thus believer will utilize the Best Book Adhikr to fulfill all his desires in this world as well
as in the Hereafter as explained in the verses 2: 147-148. The verse 14: 39 ends as
indeed my Lord is the One Who responds for the prayer .
39. Then the Angels called him while he was standing in prayer in his shrine: Indeed,
Lord Allah is heralding you with Yahiya testifying with a word from Allah, and as a
leader, pious and Prophet from among the honorable.
40. He asked: My Lord! How can I have a boy while old age has verily affected me, and
my woman is barren? He replied: Just like that Lord Allah does as He wishes.
Testifying with a word from Allah mentioned in the verse 39 is about the body of
Jesus. Allah says through the verse 4: 171 that Maseeh Jesus (the son of Maryam) is only
a Messenger of Lord and His word which He bestowed into Maryam and a spirit from
Him. That means the body of Jesus was the word Be , then it is. Not only for Prophet
Jesus, but also for all the creatures the spirit containing Life+ soul is from Lord s spirit.
So miraculous birth of Prophet Yahiya testifies the miraculous birth of Prophet Jesus
(without father). The word Haswoor (pious) means without having any passion towards
ladies, unmarried, chaste, having self-control, heedful, etc. Read together 19: 7-15. See
the explanation 1: 6 and 2: 28.
41. He asked: My Lord! You grant me a sign . He said: Your sign is that you will not
speak to people for 3 days except through gestures; you should remember your Lord
very much and glorify Him during the dusks and dawns .
It should be noticed in this verse that Prophet Zakariya is asking to Lord Allah directly,
but the reply is given through the Angels. It is told in the verse 42: 51: Lord will not
speak to any man directly except through revelation or from behind a veil, or by sending
a Messenger (Angel) . This teaches that believers should ask for anything directly to
their Owner Lord. At the same time the disbelieving Mushriks always place mediators
and intercedes in between them and the Lord.
At the Hell, such disbelieving Mujirims will call the guard of Hell and will say: Oh Malik!
Let your Lord put an end to us ; Angel will reply: You must stay there! We had brought

you the Truth, but most among you were hating the Truth as told in the verses 43: 7478. And as per the verses 40: 49-50, the hypocrites and their blind followers will say in
the Hell to the guards of it: You Pray to your Lord to lighten for us the punishment at
least for a day. The Angels will ask: Hadn t Messengers from among you come to you
with Explanations? They will say: Of course! They had. Angels will say: Then you appeal
yourselves! The disbelievers appeal will increase nothing except astray. Read together
the verses 32: 4 and 39: 3. See the explanation 1: 7 and 2: 166-167.
42. And when the Angels told: Oh Maryam! Indeed Lord Allah has chosen you, purified
you and has chosen you above all the women of the worlds.
43. Oh Maryam! Be devoted to your Lord; and you prostrate to Me and be obedient to
Me with those who are obedient.
Prophet taught: There are 4 women preferred above all the women of the worlds (1)
Maryam—the daughter of Imran (2) Khadeeja—the daughter of Khuvailid (3) Fathima—
the daughter of Muhammad (4) Asya—the woman of Pharaoh. In the verses 66: 11-12,
Lord has chosen the woman of Pharaoh and Maryam as role-model for the believing
men and believing women. It is told in the verse 33: 35: Indeed for the men and women
submitted everything to the Lord, believing men and women, devoted men and women,
Truth testifying men and women, patient men and women, men and women fearing the
Lord, charity giving men and women, fasting men and women, chastity guarding men
and women, men and women much remembering the Lord, Allah has kept prepared
forgiveness and great reward. See the explanation 2: 43 and 152.
44. That are from the Unseen Divine Information We are revealing into you; and you
were not there with them when they drew lots with arrows to decide who among
them will sponsor Maryam, and you were not there with them while they were
disputing.
Since it was for the first time a female appointed for the Lord s service, there aroused a
dispute among them for sponsoring Maryam. Thus they drew lot and Zakariya got
chance for it. It is told in the verse 12: 102: That are from the Unseen Devine
Information We are revealing into you; and you were not there with them while they
gathered for plotting. In the verse 7: 101 after explaining the history of Prophets Noah,
Hood, Swalih, Shuaib, Looth, etc, the Lord says: Such were the towns whose histories
are explained to you one by one; certainly their Messengers had come to them with
Explanations, but they persisted in their disbelief, thus the Lord is sealing up the hearts
of disbelievers. Read together the verses 29: 47-49 and 42: 52. See the explanation 2: 3
and 251-252.

45. When the Angels said: Oh Maryam! Indeed Lord Allah is giving you the glad tidings
with a word from Him whose name is Maseeh Jesus—the son of Maryam. He will be
honorable in this world as well as in the Hereafter, and among the nearest to Allah.
About this event it is told in the verses 19: 16-20 as: Angel Jibreel appeared in front of
Maryam as a human when she was alone far away from the people. Then she told: I
seek refuge to Impartial Lord from you, if you were heedful. Jibreel told: I am a
Messenger from your Lord in order to grant you a pure son.
The word Al-Maseeh means the one who wipe out . This surname is suitable for
Antichrist (Maseeh-A-Dajjal) as well as for Jesus. In the case Antichrist, he will appear on
the day when the sun rises in the west. He will travel like clouds all over the world
except Hijaz (provinces including Mecca and Medina of K.S.A) in order to wipe out
Islam and to implement kufr -the disbelief. In the case of Jesus, he will descend from
the 2nd Heaven into the Earth in order to kill Antichrist for wiping out the disbelief and
implementing Islam as explained in the verses 4: 158-159. See the explanation 2: 258.
46. And he will speak to mankind in the cradle and in maturity, and he is among
honorable men.
47. She asked: My Lord! How can I have a child while no human has ever touched me?
He said: It is like that, Lord Allah is creating anything He wishes. When He decides a
thing; He says to it Be , and then it is.
It is told in the verses 19: 29-33: Maryam merely pointed towards the baby to respond
for the questions from the people. They asked: How can we talk to a baby in the
cradle? Baby Jesus spoke: I am indeed a servant of Lord Allah, I have been given the
Book and He made me a Prophet. His blessing is with me wherever I am, and He has
advised me with prayer and charity as long as I live. And I should be virtuous with my
mother and He has not made me a dictator or an unlucky. Peace be upon me the day I
was born, the day I will die and the Day I will be raised to life again . See the explanation
3: 36.
It is told in the verse 36: 82: Indeed whenever He intends a thing, He needs only to say:
Be , then it is. It is told in the verse 16: 40: Indeed Our word for anything when We
intend a thing is to say: Be , then it is. Read together the verses 19: 20-21. In the verse
54: 50 Lord says: Even the time of eye s blinking is not needed to happen Our
commands.
A man from the courtiers of Sulaiman who possessed Knowledge from the Book brought
queen Sheeba s throne from Yemen to Palestine within a time of twinkling of an eye as

told in the verses 27: 38-40. That means, with the Splendid Book Adhikr the believer is
able to do Supernatural acts as he wishes.
48. And He will teach him the Book, Wisdom, the Thourath and the Injeel.
49. And as a Messenger into the children of Israel. Indeed I have come to you with a
Sign from your Lord; indeed I make for you the shape of a bird from clay; then I will
blow into it, then it will become a living bird with the Permission of Lord Allah. And I
will heal the blind and vitiligo, and I will bring the dead back to life with Allah s
Permission; and I will tell you what you have eaten and what you are storing in your
houses; and indeed in this there is a sign for you if you are believers.
Today since Adhikr is formed as the Book, It is the Permission of Lord Allah to become a
believer as told in the verses 10: 100. Permission , one of the 40 names of Adhikr, is
mentioned about in 27 places such as 14: 1; 22: 65 and 33: 46. The verses 13: 38; 14: 11
and 40: 78 are the 3 verses which teach that no Messenger can bring a Sign (miracle)
without Allah s Permission. See explanation 2: 186 and 213.
Those who believed all these miracles as the ability of Prophet Jesus and those who say
that these are clear sorcery without believing in Lord s miracles are the disbelievers.
Read together the verse 5: 110. The true believers believe that Allah is the One Who
destines and implements it; and will live only for Him entrusting upon Lord as His
vicegerents witnessing the Book of Witness. See explanation 2: 213, 255 and 3: 7.
50. And as who testifies with what is there before me from Thourath and to make
permissible to you something which is forbidden upon you; and I have brought to you
with a Sign from your Lord, then you heed Lord Allah and you obey me.
To make permissible to you something which is forbidden upon you is not about the
things which Lord has forbidden; instead it is about the things which were forbidden by
the Jewish hypocrites according to their own whims. "The Book and Wisdom
mentioned in the verse 48 is the Wise Reminder Adhikr as told in the verse 3: 58; and
Thourath is the Book given to Messenger Moosa; and Injeel is the Book given to Jesus.
So Jesus is taught the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr. When he comes for the second
time he will follow and command to follow the Splendid Book Adhikr mentioned in the
verses 41: 41-43. See the explanation 2: 136, 286; 3: 4. Read together 6: 146 and 16:
118.
51. Indeed, Allah is my Lord and your Lord, so you serve Him, this is the Straight path.
The verses 19: 36 and 43: 64 also have the same message. Today Serve Allah means
to convey His Message Adhikr throughout the world in order to have mankind true

concept about the Lord of the worlds. Adhikr is the Straightpath mentioned in 31 places
such as in 1: 5; 4: 68 and 6: 153 as explained in the verses 2: 141 and 92; and whoever
hides or rejects It after receiving, he will be dragged prone on his face into the Hell, and
he is in the worst place and the most strayed as told in the verses 25: 33-34. The
hypocrites and their blind followers are the Mujirims as explained in the verse 2: 162;
and they are serving Satan without utilizing their intelligence as told in the verses 36:
59-62. See the explanation 1: 4; 2: 157 and 3: 20
52. When Jesus sensed disbelief among them, he asked: Who will be my helpers into
Lord Allah? The disciples said: We are Allah s helpers, we believe with Allah and you
bear witness that indeed we are those who submitted whole to Lord.
When the children of Israel were not ready to believe, the disciples came forward to
help the Lord by conveying the Lord s Message to the mankind. They were only 13 in
number and 1 of them named Sarjas (Judas) was even ready to be crucified instead of
Prophet Jesus. The Almighty Lord raised up Jesus bodily into the 2nd Heaven. It is told in
the verse 61: 14: Oh you who believed! Be the helpers of Lord just like Jesus, the son of
Maryam, said to his disciples: Who is my helper into Lord? And the disciples
responded: We are the helpers of Lord . Then a group from the children of Israel
believed and others disbelieved; We helped the believers against their enemies, so that
they became victorious .
From this verse, we can understand that Islam was the way of life of Jesus and the
disciples with him. It is told in the verse 22: 78: Lord has named you Muslim in prior
Scriptures as well as in This so that the Messenger may witness upon you and you may
witness yourselves upon the mankind . See the explanation 2: 132-133 and 3: 19.
53. Our Lord! Indeed we believed with what You have sent down and we have
followed the Messenger, so you enroll us with the witnesses.
The Messenger mentioned is about Prophet Jesus in the case of disciples of Jesus. But
this verse is also a declaration of a Christian gang who came to Medina from Najran
under the leadership of Adiyy-ibnu-hathim to see Prophet Muhammad. So, in that case
the Messenger mentioned is applicable to Prophet Muhammad also. It is told in the
verse 5: 83: When they (monks and priests) listen to that which is revealed to the
Messenger, you can see their eyes filled with tears because of what they recognize from
the Truth. They say: Our Lord! We believed. Therefore, You enroll us among the
witnesses of Truth . It is told the verse 57: 19: Those who believed with Lord and His
Messenger are the truthful and witnesses with their Lord; they have their reward and
their Light, those who disbelieved and rejected Our verses, they will be the inmates of
Hades . Anyone from any group of Muslims, if hides or rejects the Witness and Guide

(Adhikr), then Fire is promised to him as told in the verse 11: 17. See the explanation 2:
38-39, 140 and 3: 10.
54. And they plotted and Lord Allah also plotted; and Allah is the Best among the
plotters.
This verse mentions about the conspiracy of Jewish disbelievers to crucify Messenger
Jesus. Just like that, the Jews in Medina also plotted to kill Prophet Muhammad. As per
the verse 14: 46, it is told that the hypocrites of every time have plotted against the
Messengers; and even if their plotting were enough to move the mountains, they
couldn t harm the Messengers and believers who entrust upon the Lord. It is told in the
verse 40: 51: Indeed the Lord will help His Messengers and the believers in this world
as well as on the Day where the witnesses will stand forth . Hypocritical liars are the
enemies of Lord Allah, Messengers and believers as told in the verses 25: 31; 41: 28 and
63: 4. Since Adhikr—the Safeguard—is formed as the Splendid Book today, the odd
believer does Jihad with It against the hypocrites and Kuffar from Muslims as explained
in the verse 2: 154.
In the verses 27: 45-49 it is told about the people of Thamood that We sent their
brother Swalih; but they were not ready to accept him. And they said that we are
considering you and your companions as a bad omen. Prophet Swalih said: Your omen
is with Lord. You are a people undergoing for Trial . There were 9 tribes who created
mischief in the land and were not reforming. They decided to kill Swalih and his family
by night and to say his guardian by swearing with Lord that they didn t witness the
slaughter of his family. In the verses 27: 50-51 says: They plotted, We too plotted,
while they did not perceive it; then see how was the consequence of their plotting?
Through the verse 27: 69 Lord is demanding the Mujirims to see how the consequence
of them was . It is told in the verse 35: 10: As for those who plot for evil deeds, they
shall have severe punishment; and they will be destructed themselves with their
plotting . Read together the verses 6: 123-124; 8: 30; 10: 21 and 12: 102. See the
explanation 2: 234-235 and 3: 29-30.
55. When Lord Allah said: Oh Jesus! Indeed I will take back you and will raise you into
Me and I will purify you from those who disbelieved, and I will make those who follow
you above those who disbelieved until the Day of Judgment. Then to Me all of you will
be returned, then I will judge between you in what you have been differing about It.
56. Then those who disbelieved, I will punish them with severe punishment in this
world as well as in the Hereafter; and they will not have any from helpers.

By the influence of the priests of disbelieving Jews the Governor of Roman Emperor
became ready to crucify and kill Prophet Jesus. But Lord inspired to Jesus that He will
take him back and will raise him up to Him. In three different occasions Jesus told his
disciples about this matter and asked: Whoever is ready to be crucified instead of me,
he will be in the Paradise with me . In each occasion, Sarjas (Judas) who was one of the
disciples replied that he is ready. When the Roman army came to catch Prophet Jesus,
the Lord transformed the face of Sarjas as that of Jesus and raised up Jesus to the 2nd
Heaven bodily by a whirl wind. It is told in the verse 76: 28: We have created them, and
have made their frame strong; and if We had intended, We would have transformed
them completely . In the verses 4: 157-158 it is told: Surely, they never killed him nor
crucified him, but it was seemed so to them, Lord raised him up to Himself; Allah is the
Exalted, the Wise . If Jesus soul alone was raised up without body, the pronoun Ki is
used instead of Ka , and Ha instead of Hu . So Jesus was raised and taken back up to
the Lord bodily. He will be brought to this world again to kill Antichrist. Then after 7
years of ruling the world, he will die and will be buried in the graveyard next to Prophet
Muhammed which is kept vacant now.
By saying: I will make those who follow you above those who disbelieved till the Day of
Judgment doesn t mean that he will place Christians above Jews. Instead by this Lord
announces that He will make the True believers—who follow all the Prophets including
Jesus and Muhammed—above the disbelievers in this world. Today the hypocrites who
hide the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr which explains all these things and their blind
followers who reject It are the true disbelievers as explained in the verse 4: 150-151.
These worthless people are experiencing disgrace and ignorance all over the world.
They are not following Prophet Muhammed, instead they are following 29 pseudoprophets and are welcoming 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. And on the 2nd coming of
Jesus these hypocrites, their blind followers and the 70,000 Jews soldiers of Antichrist
will be killed and thus the command of the verses 4: 91; 9: 123 and 33: 60-61 will be
implemented.
As per the verses 39: 69 and 75 the Judgment will be with the Truth Adhikr on the Day
of Judgment. Whoever doesn t Judge with It in their individual, family and social life
after receiving Adhikr, such are the true disbelievers, wrongdoers and transgressors as
explained in the verses 5:44, 45 and 47 respectively. See the explanation 2: 113
57. Then those who believed and do honorable deeds, then they will be granted their
rewards, and Allah doesn t like the wrongdoers.
For those who believed in Allah and identified themselves and prepared Paradise in this
world (4th phase) by realizing the ultimate aim of life from 6236 verses of the Book, they

will inherit It in the 7th phase. The Impartial Lord who taught Adhikr from the Paradise
itself will neither reward nor punish anyone. Read together the verse 7: 43. The verse 3:
140 also ends as: Allah doesn t like the wrongdoers . The verse 42: 40 ends as:
Indeed, He doesn t like the wrongdoers . See the explanation 2: 25, 254 and 286.
58. That is We explaining to you from the verses and a Wise Reminder.
Adhikr is the Wise Reminder which explains each and everything in one s heart s
language as told in the verse 16: 89. It is told in the verses 54: 17, 22, 32 and 40: Surely
We have made this Reading very easy to understand with one s heart. The verse 3: 1
says: Reading with Reminding . In the verse 36: 2, the Reading is mentioned as the
Wise whereas in this verse Adhikr is mentioned as the Wise . It is told in the verse 43:
44: This is a Reminder for you and for your people, both of you will be questioned
about It . It is told in the verses 41: 41-43: Indeed those who hide Adhikr when It is
come to them, indeed It is a Splendid Book. No falsehood will enter in It either before or
after Its codification, It is a revelation from the One Who is the Wise and Praiseworthy.
Nothing is said to you except what has been told to the Messengers before you; surely
your Lord is the Oft-forgiving and taking painful retribution . It is notable that not
Qur an but Adhikr mentioned in the verse 41: 41 is the Splendid Book.
The Satan does not obstruct mankind from the Reading (Book s Body Qur an) or from
learning the meaning (Book s Life), instead he obstructs from Adhikr which is Soul of the
Book. So without transforming Jinn soul-mate mentioned in the verses 43: 36-39 into a
believer with Adhikr, nobody can become a believer. See the explanation 2: 248 and 3:
7.
59. Indeed in the sight of Lord Allah, the similitude of Jesus is like the example of
Adam; He created him from soil, then He said to him: Be , and then he is.
Adam is a creature of Allah without father and mother. After shaping Adam from the
clay, Allah blew His spirit into it. Thus Adam became a human-being. Hawwa (Eve) was
created from the soul of Adam by Lord s word: Be , then she was. Jesus is an example
for Lord s creation without father. His body is created with the Lord s word: Be . Body
of all mankind is created by mingling sperm from father and ovum from mother. Not
only for the mankind but also for whole creatures, the Spirit (Life + Soul) is from the
Lord. The peculiarity of mankind over all other creatures is that mankind is endowed
with intelligence. Believer who knows all these facts from Adhikr will not kill any
creature deliberately without the Truth. Read together 32: 7-9 and 76: 2. See the
explanation 2: 28-29 and 3: 47.
60. The Truth is from your Lord, so you shouldn t be among the doubters.

Truth is mentioned in about 176 places such as in the verses 10: 108; 39: 41, 69 and
75 in Lord s Book as one of the names of Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 119 and 147148.
61. Then anyone disputes with you about It after receiving the Knowledge; you say:
Come you all! We can call our sons and your sons and our women and your women,
and ourselves and yourselves; and let us earnestly pray against ourselves to affect
Lord Allah s curse upon the liars from among us.
Today Lord s curse and wrath are already affected upon all Muslims hypocrites and their
Mushrik followers who are hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Guidance for the whole
mankind, the Ticket to the Paradise as well as the Safeguard against all evils as explained
in the verses 2: 160. It is told both in the verses 29: 47 and 49 that None will repudiate
with our verses except the disbelievers and the wrongdoers . It is told in the verse 41:
28 that the hypocrites have Fire as eternal house for their repudiation of Our verses. In
the verse 7: 51 Lord says about these disbelievers: On the Day of Judgment, We have
forgotten them as they have forgotten the meeting of this Day, and they had been
repudiating with Our verses. This disbelieving worthless people will repudiate about the
40 names of Lord s Book –Adhikr. Instead they will only utter Qur an which means
Repeated Reading . The odd believer does Jihad with the Splendid Book Adhikr against
these repudiating wrongdoers. See the explanation 2: 145, 159 and 259.
62. Indeed, this is the True Explanation of incidents; there is no one from Deity except
Lord Allah, and Indeed Allah He alone is the Exalted, the Wise.
63. If they turn away, then indeed Lord Allah is knowing with the mischief makers.
All the 6236 verses of Lord s Book Adhikr is revealed in order to teach that there is no
Deity except the Lord Allah. All the Messengers were sent with the Message, you serve
Lord alone as told in the verse 21: 25. The verse 28: 77 ends as, indeed Lord Allah
doesn t like the mischief makers . Through the verse 7: 103 believers are commanded to
see the consequence of the mischief makers. In the verse 7: 35 Lord says by calling the
children of Adam: Whenever the Messengers come to you from among you explaining
to you My verses, then those who are heedful and are reformers, there shall be no fear
upon them and for them will not be grieved; and those who are rejecting Our verses and
are arrogant about It, such are the inmates of Fire, they will remain in it forever. See the
explanation 2: 10-11, 38-39 and 163.
64. You Say: Oh people of the Book! Come to a word equal between you and us that
we shouldn t serve anyone except Lord Allah, and we shouldn t associate anything

with Him, nor should any of us take others as lords other than Allah; if they turn away
then you say: You bear witness that indeed we are submitted whole to Allah.
It is told in the verse 9: 30 that the people of the Book have selected their priests and
anchorites as their Lord besides the Lord Allah and Messiah Jesus- the son of Maryam,
while they were not commanded except for serving the only Deity; there is no Deity
except He, Glory to Him against all that they are associating with . Today Muslims are
only reading these verses. Their hypocritical leaders (priests and anchorites) are hiding
and misinterpreting Lord s verses and are associating others in the Dominion of the Lord
Allah. They don t consider the Three Time Knower Lord as the Acquainted Knower of
every innermost feeling and as Oft-observer. That is why it is told in the verses 33: 73;
48: 6 and 98: 6: The Trust Adhikr is revealed in order to punish hypocritical men and
women as well as Mushrik men and women. By calling the believers it is told in the
verse 9: 34: Indeed most of the priests and anchorites are eating the wealth of the
mankind falsely, and are preventing the mankind from Adhikr—the Straightpath. Read
together 9: 67. See the explanation 1: 4; 2: 99 and 265-267.
65. Oh people of the Book! Why are you disputing about Ibrahim while Thourath and
Injeel were not sent down except after him; then don t you think utilizing your
intelligence?
The Jews and Christians (the people of the Book at the time of the Prophet) separately
argued that they are following the path of their forefather Ibrahim. But Thourath and
Injeel were sent down to Moosa and Jesus very long after Ibrahim, and they were bound
to follow that Book. Here it is said that their disputes without thinking are very worst
and they are deviated from the Straightpath of Ibrahim, Moosa and Jesus.
Today, the question don t you think utilizing your intelligence? is applicable only to
the Muslims who are reading these verses since they are the people of the Book now.
They are proudly arguing that they are following Lord s Book and Messenger
Muhammed. Actually, they are the true disbelievers mentioned in 520 places,
wrongdoers mentioned in 220 places and Mujirims mentioned 50 places in the Book.
They are following 29 pseudo prophets instead of Messenger Muhammed. They are not
following any Messenger and Prophet by rejecting the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr.
See the explanation 2: 136, 144 and 258.
66. Ah! You these people disputed a lot in matters you have Knowledge with you; then
why do you dispute about the matters you have no Knowledge? Lord Allah knows,
while you are not knowing.

The Jews and Christians in Medina during the time of Prophet were arguing with
Prophet and believers that they were following their forefathers Ibrahim, Ishaq,
Ya qoob, etc. Then Lord asks through this verse that the Knowledge Thourath and Injeel
revealed to Moosa and Jesus respectively were long after Ibrahim s period, then why
are you arguing without having the Real Knowledge about Ibrahim. Actually, they were
not following Thourath and Injeel.
Today Muslims who are reading these verses by neglecting the Three Time Knowledge
Adhikr are arguing that they are following all Prophets including Muhammed. Actually
they are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are hurrying for the 30th pseudo-prophet
Antichrist. These Mujirims are serving Satan without utilizing their intelligence as told in
the verses 36: 59-62.
The believers are commanded through the verse 29: 46 as: You should not argue with
the people of the previous Book except with the Best Book Adhikr; and you say them:
We believed with what is revealed into us and what is revealed into you, our Deity and
your Deity is the One, and we have submitted whole to the Lord . But the true
disbelievers even don t know about Adhikr. So at the time of each Muslim s death, Lord
will tell him that you were among the disbelievers as told in the verses 39: 58-59. See
the explanations 2: 145 and 3: 62.
67. Ibrahim was not a Jew or a Christian; but he was a man of uprightly submitted to
the Lord, and he was not among the Mushriks.
This verse teaches that Ibrahim was not included in any satanic group of Muslims. But
he was in the Straightpath belonging to the Single party of the Lord from Adam to the
Last Day. Read together 58: 19 and 22. That is why it is told in the verses 33: 72-73; 48: 6
and 98: 6 that the Trust Adhikr is revealed in order to punish the hypocritical men and
women and Mushrik men and women. See the explanations 2: 62, 135 and 176.
68. Indeed the nearest among mankind to Ibrahim are verily those who are following
him as well as this Prophet and those who believed; and Lord Allah is the Protector of
the believers.
All the Prophets and believers are in the Straightpath—Adhikr. But the hypocrites and
their followers who are liars and have been killed by the Lord as told in the verses 63: 14 will ridicule the believer who follows Adhikr as He is an odd liar as told in the verses
38: 8 and 54: 25. See the explanation 2: 146, 257 and 285.
69. A faction from the people of the Book wish that if they could stray you; they are
not straying except themselves, but they perceive it not.

Today Muslims are more strayed than the Jews and Christians. Hypocrites among the
different groups of Muslims will try to pull the odd believer (who follows the Splendid
Book) into their way of life neglecting the verses 9: 67-68, 84-85; 14: 28-29, etc. It is told
in the verses 25: 33-34: Those Muslims who didn t testify the Best Interpretation of the
Book (Adhikr) will be dragged prone on their faces into the Hell; they are the most
strayed and they are in the worst place. See the explanation 1: 7; 2: 165-167 and 254.
70. Oh people of the Book! Why are you hiding the verses of Lord Allah while you are
witnessing It?
Today people of the Book are the hypocritical leaders of different Muslim groups. These
transgressing hypocrites by hiding Lord s Book are learning and teaching the books
written by the pseudo-prophets. As told in the verse 56: 82, they have made their food
rejecting Adhikr . They will not tell the people any of the 40 names of Adhikr, but they
only consider body of the Book. See the explanation 2: 76-79 and 140.
71. Oh people of the Book! Why are you covering the Truth with falsehood, and
concealing the Truth while you are knowing It?
Hypocrites are those who distort Lord s Book by clothing falsehood to It. They utilize and
quote part of some verses for their worldly and organizational gains and interest. Thus
all their deeds like charity, prayers, and fasting will be in vain as explained in the verse 2:
186. Hypocrites are filth as per the verse 9: 95, and Adhikr will increase filth over filth to
them and they are died as disbelievers as told in the verse 9: 125. See the explanation 2:
42, 99 and 174-176.
72. And a faction from among the people of the Book say: Early in the morning you
believe with what has been revealed upon those who believed and reject It later of
the day, so that they may turn back.
At the time of Prophet itself, a faction of the Jews used to involve in all the activities
with believers from morning to the evening, while in the evening they returned to their
own camp and followed their own customs. Their intention was to make the common
people thinking that the wise people among them have studied well about the Book
reveled to Prophet and found no Guidance more than what they already have. They
even plotted to kill Prophet Muhammed as explained in the verse 5: 11. Later they
combined with the hypocrites to plot against the believers. It is told in the verse 59: 11
about the conspiracy of such hypocrites: The hypocrites were saying to the Jewish
disbelievers: If you are expelled, we will also follow you; and we will never obey any else
against you. If believers fight with you, we will surely help you . It is told in the verse 5:
41 by calling the Messenger: Oh Messenger, let not the hastening in disbelief of

hypocrites and the Jews worry you, they are hearing you for lying and they are hearing
for those who are not coming to you. They distort Lord s Word from Its real contexts.
Their leaders are saying them: If you are given so-and-so, you accept it; and if not then
beware! .
Today the hypocrites are making worse plot than that of Jews during Prophet s time in
order to abstain people from hearing Adhikr. The curriculum of the religious institutes of
Muslims all over the world are framed by Jews, Christians and hypocrites. Shortly
Mahdi Ibnu Abdullah —the last Khalifa of Islam—will appear in the Hijaz. Then World
Triumph of the believers will occur in order to punish the hypocritical men and women
and their Mushrik followers as told in the verse 48: 6. Then the disbelievers will accept
Antichrist as the prophet at first and later even as lord. After 1¼ years, Jesus will come
and kill Antichrist. Then all other people will approve Islam and they will kill the true
disbelievers implementing commands of the verses 4: 91; 9: 123 and 33: 60-61. See the
explanation 2: 6-7, 171 and 3: 28
73. And you do not believe anyone except the one who follows your way of life; you
Say: Indeed the Guidance is the Guidance from Lord Allah; lest one should be given
the same as what you have been given, or they can argue against you near your Lord.
You say: Indeed the Bounty is in Allah s hand and He gives It to anyone He wishes; and
Lord Allah is Wide-knower.
74. He chooses anyone He wishes for His Mercy; Allah possesses splendid Bounty.
The Guidance, The Mercy and The Bounty mentioned in the verses is the Splendid Book
Adhikr. Jews were believing that the Book should not be sent down form Lord to a
person except one belonging to Ishaq progeny. Today hypocritical leaders of different
Muslim organization are thinking that Lord s Book is only for Muslims. It is told in the
verses 6: 89-90: It is nothing except a Reminder for entire world; and if these people
hide It, Lord will entrust It to a people who will not hide It. In the verse 9: 32 and 61: 8 it
is told that the hypocrites will try to extinguish Allah s Light, while Lord will complete his
Light even though the disbelievers are hating It. Actually, Lord will not come down to
the earth in order to propagate His Light—Adhikr, instead the believer who is living only
for Lord have to propagate It to entire world irrespective of nation or religion in order to
utilize it as Balance and Trust to keep the Universe in its equilibrium. See the
explanation 2: 89-90 and 120.
75. And among the people of the Book there is one, if you entrust him with a heap of
treasure he will return into you. And among them there is one if you entrust him with
a single silver coin, he will not return into you unless you keep on demanding. That is

because they say: There is no question upon us regarding the illiterates; they are
telling a lie about Lord Allah knowingly.
Today, these types of characters are seen more in Muslims, especially among the
hypocrites. If one utilizes Adhikr as the Balance and Criterion, the character of
hypocrites told by Prophet, if they talk they will lie; if they promise they will breach it;
and if they are entrusted a thing they will cheat is fulfilled upon every hypocrite all over
the world.
The Speech of Lord Adhikr is for implementing Justice among the mankind. So any
injustice or distress affecting happening anyone in this world, the burden of it should be
borne by the hypocrites near the Impartial Lord as told in the verses 20: 99-100. See the
explanation 2: 14-15 and 283-284.
76. Nay, whoever fulfills his covenant and heeds the Lord; then indeed Lord Allah likes
the heedful.
Whoever fulfills the covenant made with Lord from the Paradise and follows the Truth
as It should be followed, such are the heedful as told in the verse 39: 33. In other words,
whoever doesn t see the Book Dhikree and doesn t hear It, such are the heedless
disbelievers into the Hell as mentioned in the verse 18: 101. Whoever holdfasts
Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope from Paradise—he is holding fast Lord of the worlds as
explained in the verses 2: 256 and 3: 102. See the explanation 2: 26-27, 153; 3: 10 and
30.
77. Indeed those who are purchasing miserable price for their covenant made with the
Lord and for their own pledges, such will have no share in the Hereafter; and Lord
Allah will not speak to them, nor will He look at them on the Day of Judgment; and He
will not purify them, and for them have painful punishment.
Lord Allah will not speak to them, nor will He look at them on the Day of Judgment.
And He will not purify them means they will enter the Hell even without Trial. They are
the hypocritical transgressors who have forgotten Lord, and so Lord has also forgotten
them as told in the verse 59: 19. For such hypocritical leaders and their Kuffar followers,
Lord has promised the Hellfire as the eternal house is told in the verses 9: 67-68. See the
explanation 2: 99, 174-176 and 3: 7.
78. And indeed there is a group among them who twist their tongues concerning the
Book in order that you reckon it is from Book, while it is not from the Book; And they
are saying: It is from Lord Allah , while it is not from Lord Allah, and they are telling
lie upon Allah, and they are knowing it!

Today people of the Book are the hypocritical leaders among different groups of
Muslims. They even don t utter any of the 40 names of Lord s Book such as Adhikr,
Dhikree, Dhikra, Truth, Ticket, Safeguard, Best Book, Guidance, Knowledge and
Message . They in their preach quote so-and-so as it is included in the Book or as in the
explanation of the Book. For example, they will say: Indeed Allah s hand is upon the
assemblage which is against the teaching of Lord s Book and the Explanation of the
Prophet. They are twisting the verse 15: 9 in which Lord says: We have revealed Adhikr
and indeed We will Safeguard It into We have revealed Qur an and indeed We will
Safeguard It . They hide one part of the verse revealing the other parts while quoting.
For example, while they explain the verse 62: 5 which begins as: The similitude of those
who are bearing Thourath is that of a donkey bearing burden (which doesn t know what
it bears) , they will say, this similitude is applicable only for Jews and not for Muslims.
For this they hide the remaining part of the verse: What a wretched similitude is of a
people who reject the verses of Lord; and Lord will not guide such wrongdoing people.
The aimless wrongdoing Muslims even don t consider that not Thourath but Adhikr is
the Lord s Book today for entire world as told in the verse 6: 90. The actual advice of the
verse 67: 5 is: The similitude of those who bear Qur an is that of a donkey bearing
burden which does not know what it bears. In the verse 98: 6 these people in to the
Hell is prescribed as the worst creature in the Land. They are the worthless people since
they forgot Adhikr as told in the verse 25: 18. See the explanation 2: 78-79, 166-167
and 258.
79. It is not suitable for a man to whom Lord Allah has given the Book, the Wisdom
and the Prophet hood, then to say the people: You be my servants besides Allah ; on
the contrary he would say: You be proud representatives of Lord as you have been
taught by the Book and as you have been teaching it .
80. And he does not command you to choose Angels and Prophets as lords; would he
command you with disbelief after you have submitted whole into Lord?
Any Messenger, Prophet or a believer will not command people to be his servants
instead of Lord. They will only command people: Be Rabbaniyeen (proud
representatives of Lord) as you are being taught by the Splendid Book Adhikr as
mentioned in the verse 41: 41-42, and also they are teaching their children so . Three
Time Knowledge Adhikr teaches that there is no Deity, Lord and King for entire Universe
except Allah. If anyone attributes others to Lord, he is disbelieving transgressor and
Mujirim who will be thrown into Fire. By becoming a believer with Adhikr—Lord s
Permission—only, one can become a real Muslim (who submitted whole to the Lord).

Today Muslims who read these verses are the true Kafirs, wrongdoers, transgressors
and Mujirims. They are the representatives of the traitor Satan. Their thought about
Lord is evil, and Lord s curse and wrath is happened upon them, for them the Hell is kept
prepared as explained in the verse 2: 105. See the explanation 2: 136-137, 209 and 3:
64.
81. And you remember Lord Allah took the agreement from the Prophets: When I
give you from the Book and Wisdom, then a Messenger comes to you testifying what
is with you, you should believe with him and should help him . He asked: Have you
agreed and taken the obligation of mine? They all said: We have agreed . He said:
Then all of you witness; and I am with you among the witnesses .
82. Then whoever turns back after that, then such are the transgressors.
The Lord has taken a covenant from each and every mankind in the Paradise: Am I not
your Lord , they all said: Yes, we do witness . In this verse it is mentioned about the
special agreement made with all Prophets. Only One Message—Adhikr—is revealed
from the Lord periodically. It is told in the verse 5: 48: We have sent down upon you
the Book with Truth testifying all the previous Books and Safeguarding upon It . Adhikr
revealed to Muhammed contains all the 312 previous Books and their Upright
Explanations as told in the verse 16: 44. It is told in the verse 26: 196: Indeed Adhikr is
present in all the previous Books . And it is told in the verse 98: 3: All the right and
straight parts of previous Books are included in It . Through the verse 7: 196 the
Prophet is commanded to tell: Indeed my Protector is Lord Allah Who has sent down
the Book and He chooses the honorable ones . One can become an honorable only with
Adhikr—the Mercy.
The believer will glorify the Lord as: Glory be the One Who is a Witness upon each and
everything . The verses such as 41: 53; 58: 6 and 85: 9 end as: Lord Allah is a Witness
upon everything . Whoever hides or rejects Adhikr—the Witness, Guide, Mercy,
Explanation and Truth—fire is promised to him as told in the verse 11: 17. Whoever
hides and rejects Adhikr, such are the transgressors as explained in the verse 2: 99. See
the explanation 2: 140 and 3: 52-53.
83. Are they seeking other than Lord Allah s way of life, while everyone in the Heaven
and Earth submitted only to Him obediently or disobediently? And into Him will all
they be returned.
As mentioned in the verse 3: 19 Islam is the only Dheen (way of life) which the Lord
satisfied for the mankind. The Lord is the One Who created Heavens, Earth and all in
between them from nothingness within 6 days as told in the verse 32: 4. It is told in the

verse 22: 18: Everyone in the Heavens, the Earth, the sun, the moon, the stars, the
mountains, the trees, the animals, many of the mankind and many upon whom the
punishment is assured are prostrating to Him . Those upon whom the punishment is
assured are the disbelievers who are prostrating in their bodily prayer without having
tranquility with Adhikr. It is told in the verse 13: 15: Everything in the Heaven and
Earth, and their shadows are prostrating to the Lord obediently and disobediently in the
dusks and dawns . It is told in the verses 16: 48-50: Haven t they looked into whatever
thing Allah has created, and their shadows devotedly leaning right and left prostrating
to Lord? And to Lord prostrate whatever in the Heavens and Earth from creatures and
Angels, and they are not arrogant; they are fearing the Lord above them, and they are
doing whatever they are commanded .
Today, Muslims who are the true disbelievers, disobedient, worthless, wrongdoers etc.
are reading these verses, but are not doing the Prostration of Recitation. They are not
following Messenger Muhammad, instead they are following 29 pseudo-prophets and
are welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. Shortly, Jesus will come for the
second time and will kill the Antichrist. Then all other people belonging to the
community of Messenger Muhammed will approve Islam. Then the stones and tress will
proclaim to kill the disbelievers who are hiding behind them and thus the command of
the verses 4: 91; 9: 123; 33: 60-61 and 72-73 will be implemented. See the explanations
2: 29, 209 and 3: 20-21.
84. You say: We believed with Lord Allah, what is sent down upon us, what was sent
down upon Ibrahim, Ismael, Ishaq, Ya qoob and the Tribes; and whatever is given to
Moosa, Jesus and the Prophets from their Lord; and we don t differentiate between
any of them and we are submitted whole to Him.
See the explanation 2:136 and 286.
85. And whoever is seeking a way of life other than Islam, then it will be never
accepted from him; and he will be among the losers in the Hereafter.
It is told in the verses 9: 33 and 61: 9: He is the One Who sent His Messenger with
Guidance and the way of life submitting the Truth in order to make It above all other
ways of life . Adhikr is the Guidance and the Truth. Islam is the way of life submitted by
the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr. Since Adhikr is formed as a Book today, whoever
doesn t follow It after receiving It, he is the disbeliever and wrongdoer who belongs to
Kafir Satan s party. Muslims who bear the Book as the donkeys carrying burden are the
true Kafirs. They neither utilize Adhikr by themselves nor give It others. So they should
bear the burden of each and every sins, bloodshed, murder, rape and all such

mischievous activities happening anywhere in the World as told in the verses 20: 99100. See the explanations 2: 121, 213 and 254.
86. How should Lord Allah guide a people who disbelieved after their belief? And they
witnessed that surely the Messenger is true and they have received the Explanation.
And Allah will not guide such a wrong doing people.
The Explanation / Evidence mentioned in any verse in the Book is Adhikr. Only Muslims
received It. They by hiding It are following different books written by the pseudo-Imams,
and pseudo-prophets. These worthless wrongdoers instead of serving the Lord are
serving Satan. It is told in the verses 63: 2-3 about the hypocrites as: They have chosen
their pledge as a shield to avert the people, what an evil they are doing; that is because
they believed, then disbelieved, so their hearts have been sealed so that they don t
think about the aim of life. In the verse 7: 176 both the hypocrites and their followers
who are rejecting the Lord s verses are compared to a dog which will never change its
attitude whether disturbed or not. It is told in the verse 13: 11 that indeed Lord Allah
will not change condition of a people until they change themselves. So the believer by
considering the Lord as Impartial will holdfast Adhikr as the Safeguard for not affecting
any disaster or evil. See the explanation 2: 152, 168-169 and 258.
87. The reward of such, indeed upon them is the curse of Lord Allah as well as the
Angels and all mankind.
88. They will remain in It forever, neither their punishment will be lightened, nor will
they be given respite.
89. Except for those who repent after that and reform their deeds; then indeed Lord
Allah is the Oft-forgiving, Merciful.
The hypocrites are knowingly hiding Adhikr which is the Guidance and the Criterion for
entire mankind. So they have been killed by the Lord. Their speeches are seemed soft
and attractive to the common people. Actually, they are guiding their followers into
lurch. It is told in the verse 4: 140: The hypocrites who speak by hiding and ridiculing the
verses of the Lord and the disbelieving audience will be gathered in the Hell altogether.
It is told in the verse 2: 174 that the aimless hypocrites and their heedless followers are
filling Fire in their bellies by purchasing miserable prices for the verses of Lord. These
worthless people made their food rejecting Adhikr and they are considering the Body
of the Book as an ointment as told in the verses 56: 80-82.
It is told in the verse 32: 29: On the Day when believers will be separated from
hypocrites and their follower Mushriks into the Hijaz, the disbelievers acceptance of
faith will not be beneficial for them, and they will be never given respite. It is told in the

verse 40: 49: The inmates of Fire will request the Keepers of Hell to appeal their Lord to
lighten the penalty at least for a day. See the explanation 2: 39 and 159-161.
90. Indeed, those who disbelieved after their belief, then increase their disbelief; their
repentance will never be accepted, such are those who have gone astray.
Here mentioned gone astray people include both the hypocrites and their blind
followers. The hypocrites who are reading the verses 87: 9-12 which say: The unlucky
will abstain from the Book Dhikra who will be roasted in the great Fire. The verse they
are reading is being recorded in their skins which will argue against them on the Day of
Judgment. They are mentioned as the worst among 1000 communities of creatures
since they are deaf from hearing Adhikr and dumb from talking about It to the mankind.
They are the Mujirim who don t utilize the intelligence as explained in the verse 2: 151.
The hypocrites never mention any of the 40 names of Adhikr such as Adhikr, Dhikra,
Dhikree, Hadeeth, Light and Proof. Instead, they will utter Qur an which means for
repeated reading . Their followers by reading the Body of the Book darts away from the
Dheen as an arrow is darted away from the bow. Both of them will dispute and blame
each other in the Hell as explained in the verses 2: 166-167 since they have been hiding
and rejecting Adhikr (the Ticket to the Paradise as well as Safeguard against the Hell).
Actually, Adhikr is the Strong Weapon against terrorism, bloodshed, mischievous
activities and all satanic footsteps. The harmony of mankind is possible only with It. See
the explanation 1: 7 and 2: 90-91.
91. Indeed those who disbelieved and died as Kuffars , then never would be accepted
from such of them as much gold as the Earth contains, even they ransom with it; such
of them have painful punishment, and they will have none from helpers.
The Kuffar mentioned in this verse is those who are repeatedly rejecting and hiding the
verses of the Lord s Book. In this verse as well as in 9: 23 and in 48: 29 Kuffar are the
hypocritical transgressors. Kuffar mentioned in the verses 9: 68, 73 and 66: 9 are the
gone astray people. In any verse if Kuffar or Fajir is alone mentioned, it includes both
the hypocrites and their gone astray followers. At the time of death, Lord will tell them:
You are among the disbelievers as told in the verses 39: 58-59. The hypocrites will
enter the bottom of the Fire even without Trial as told in the verse 4: 145, whereas the
gone astray people will be led to the Hell after Trial as told in the verse 39: 71.
The verses such as 5: 36; 10: 54; 13: 18 and 39: 47 are also having the same Message of
the verse 3: 90-91. See the explanations 2: 27-28, 254 and 3: 77.
92. You will never attain virtue till you are spending from whatever you are liking of.
And whatever you are spending from anything, then indeed Lord Allah Knows with It,

This verse commands the believers to spend for others from whatever they are loving.
Since Lord is the Three Time Knower, there is no need of publishing any charity given to
others. All the disbelievers prayers as well as charity are showboating as if Lord is not
watching and knowing about them.
It is told in the verse 9: 53-55, 67-68, 84-85 and 125: From the hypocrites and their blind
followers, charity and prayers will not be accepted, and their children and wealth will
not be benefited; and they are perished as disbelievers since they are hiding and
rejecting Adhikr—the Book for Purifying the soul. See the explanation 2: 177, 267 and
271-272.
93. Every kind of food was permitted for the children of Israel except what Israel had
banned for himself before Thourath was revealed; you say: Then you bring Thourath
and recite it, if you are so truthful.
Jews were criticizing the Prophet that the flesh and milk of Camel are forbidden in our
law, but you are using it. As a reply, Lord Allah commands Prophet to say: You are bound
to live according to the laws of Thourath, so you bring and recite It to me. Prophet
Ya qoob who is also known as Israel had made a covenant with the Lord that he is
ready to avoid his favorite food—camel s meat and milk—for healing his illness. Ya qoob
did so it himself willingly, and it was not forbidden in Thourath. But Jews were forging it
as forbidden. That means that Allah has not made it unlawful to them in the Book. See
the explanation 2: 173.
94. Then whoever forges lie upon Lord Allah after that, such are the wrongdoers.
Those who don t reveal what Allah has sent down through the Book to the whole
mankind and attribute a lie to Allah are the wrongdoers. Read together 6: 21 and 10: 14.
See the explanation 2: 135, 239 and 254.
95. You say: Lord Allah has spoken the Truth, so you follow the straight forward way
of Ibrahim; and he was not among the Mushriks.
The verse 4: 122 ends as: Who is the most Truth telling than the Lord?. Swidq (the
Truth) is one of the name of Adhikr which is the Three Time Knowledge of the Three
Time Knower Lord. If anyone rejects Adhikr, at the time of his death Lord will tell him:
You didn t testify the Truth and so you didn t perform prayer, but you rejected and
turned away as told in the verses 75: 31-32. The way of Adhikr is the Straightpath
which is the only way to the Paradise for all Messengers, Prophets and believers from
Adam to the Last Day. Read together 6: 153 and 19: 59. See the explanation 2: 44 and 3:
65-68.

96. Indeed, the first House set up for the mankind is the one at Mecca; a blessing and
Guidance for all the worlds.
The Ka ba at Mecca is the first House set up for the entire mankind in order to worship
the Lord. On the Day of Judgment, the Throne of Lord will be placed over the Ka ba. All
the creatures including mankind will be gathered around it for the Judgment. If Ka ba
has been accepted as the Concentration point by the entire mankind, there will be
unity among the mankind in all matters and it will be possible to avoid disputes and to
form harmony. That is why it is told in the verse that Ka ba is a blessing and Guidance
for the mankind. But Muslims are not accepting Ka aba in all their life sects, and so they
are differentiated in to many groups and are quarrelling and disputing each other.
Shortly, believers all over the world will be separated into the Hijaz. Then Antichrist will
travel all around the world except the Hijaz. For fighting against the sedition of
Antichrist, the believers will gather at White Minaret Masjid in Syria. Then Jesus will
descend to the Earth, and all the hypocrites and Mushriks will be killed by the other
people who will approve Islam. Jesus will rule the world by taking Mecca as the Capital.
See the explanation 2: 143-144.
97. In it has the clear signs such as station of Ibrahim; anyone who enters it attains
security. Pilgrimage to the House is a duty for mankind to Lord Allah for anyone who
can afford a way to reach into it; if anyone who disbelieved, then indeed Allah is Selfsufficient against all the worlds.
A way to reach into it means anyone who has health and wealth for reaching there.
Prayers, fasting etc. are only commanded to the believers, but Hajj (pilgrimage) is
commanded to the mankind. It is because, one can perform pilgrimage at the time of
having health and wealth. But it will be accepted from him only after becoming a
believer with Adhikr—the Permission of Lord as told in the verse 10: 100.
Today Hajj and Umra are done by the hypocrites and Mushriks. By the second coming of
last Khalifa Mahdi, the World Triumph of believers will occur and all the disbelievers will
be expelled from the Hijaz. Then the believers all over the world will crawl into Hijaz like
the snake crawls into its hole. See the explanation 2: 124-125.
98. You ask: Oh people of the Book! Why are you hiding the verses of Lord Allah while
Allah is a Witness upon whatever you are doing?
Today all over the world only Muslims are considered as people of the Book .
Hypocrites and their followers are leading a life according to their whims with a concept
that the Three Time Knower Lord is not observing them and they have not to answer
about their life before Him on the Day of Judgment. These people by forgetting Adhikr

became a worthless people. They are preparing the Hell for their 7 th phase as told in the
verses 14: 28-29. See the explanation 2: 255; 3: 79 and 81.
99. You ask: Oh people of the Book! Why are you obstructing about the way of Lord
Allah for anyone who believed, seeking It crooked, while you are witnesses of It? And
Allah is not heedless about whatever you are doing.
Today Muslims are reading these verses. The hypocritical transgressors who have been
killed by the Lord are obstructing the common people from Adhikr—the only
Straightpath to the Lord Allah. Thus they are making Islam and the Best Book crooked
knowingly. The wrongdoer who is obeying these human devil hypocrites will wail on the
Day of Judgment as: Woe to me! if I hadn t taken so-and-so as my intimate friend, he
obstructed me form Adhikr after It had come to me, Satan is a traitor to mankind as
told in the verses 25: 27-29. Hypocrites and Jinn Satan do not obstruct from reading
Qur an (Body of the Book), but obstruct from following Adhikr. The verse 18: 1 says:
Praise be to Lord Allah, the One Who sent down the Book upon His servant, and He
hasn t made any crookedness to It. See the explanation 2: 85, 158-159 and 3: 7.
100. Oh those who believed! If you are obeying a group of those who have been given
the Book, they would turn you back to disbelievers after your belief.
The hypocritical leaders of different groups among Muslims are trying to turn back the
believer who is following Adhikr. The hypocrites and their followers who are 999 out of
each 1000 also ridicule the believer who testifies Adhikr as: Indeed he is an odd liar as
told in the verse 54: 25. They are in doubt about the Book Dhikree since they have not
tasted the punishment as told in the verse 38: 8. This Mujirims who don t utilize their
intelligence are the worst among all 1000 communities of Lord s creatures since they
are deaf and dumb concerning Adhikr as told in the verse 8: 22. So the believer will not
obey anyone from the Muslims who are worthless disbelievers mentioned in 520 verses
in the Book. They are serving Satan instead of the Lord and are not following the
Prophets. They are following 29-pseudo prophets and are going to accept the 30th
pseudo-prophet Antichrist. See the explanation 2: 258; 3: 79-80 and 94.
101. And how can you disbelieve while Lord Allah s verses are being explained upon
you, and His Messenger is among you? And anyone who holdfasts with Allah; then
surely he is guided to the Straightpath.
The Splendid Book Adhikr is the Speech of the Three Time Knower Lord Allah. As
explained in the verse 2: 146, those who received the Book knows the Lord and His
Messenger more than he knows his own son. Whoever from the groups of Muslims

hides or rejects Adhikr—the Witness and Guidance—Hellfire is promised to him as told
in the verse 11: 17.
To holdfast the Lord means to holdfast Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope—mentioned in
the verse 2: 256 and 31: 22. Straightpath is one of the 40 names of Adhikr as explained
in the verse 2: 92. So whoever holdfasts Adhikr, he is guided to the Straightpath. It is
told in the verse 4: 175: Those who believed with Lord as Adhikr reveals, then certainly
they are admitted into His Mercy and Bounty; and they are guided to the Straightpath .
See the explanation 2: 213 and 3: 10.
102. Oh you who believed! You heed Lord Allah with the Truth as it should be; and you
shouldn t die except you are in a state of completely submitted to Lord Allah.
No one becomes a believer without changing his Jinn soul-mate mentioned in the verses
43: 36-39 into a believer with the Truth Adhikr. So one can keep Lord in his heart only
with the Truth which is the Safeguard against all disasters, diseases and Hellfire. The one
who keeps Lord in his heart with Adhikr will not be hurt or killed by anyone or by any
accidents. So a believer who follows the Best Book Adhikr can die peacefully and
tranquilly by submitting all to his Lord as told in the verses 9: 100; 89: 27-30 and 98: 7-8.
See the explanation 2: 112 and 132.
103. And all of you together holdfast with the Rope of Lord Allah and you don t differ;
and you remember Allah s favor upon you; when you were enemies, then He
reconciled between your hearts, so that you became brothers with His favor; you
were on the brink of a pit of the Fire, then He saved you from it; thus Lord Allah makes
His verses clear to you so that you may be guided.
By calling the believers the Three Time Knower Lord commands to holdfast the
Unbreakable Rope—Adhikr. It is notable that none becomes a believer except with the
Permission of the Lord—Adhikr as told in the verse 10: 100. For not to have any
difference in between believers, they have to holdfast Adhikr. It is told in the verse 6:
153: Indeed this is My Straightpath, so all of you follow It, and you shouldn t follow
other paths which will divert you from His way; that is to bequest with you so that you
may be heedful . But Muslims of different groups even don t know the Splendid Book or
Straightpath or the Rope of Lord. They by forgetting Adhikr have become worthless
people. They are deaf towards the Book Dhikree as told in the verse 38: 8 and they are
dumb about It as told in the verse 8: 22. The concept of hypocrites and Mushriks about
the Lord is evil. So Lord s wrath and curse are affected upon them, and the Hellfire is
kept prepared for them as told in the verse 48: 6. Since these are the Last Days of the
world, it is impossible to form a group of believers anywhere. So it is advised to form
harmony of mankind by conveying and propagating Adhikr which is the Food, Cloth and

Sight of the soul-mate. It is the only Strongest Weapon against terrorism, bloodshed and
all such mischievous activities. With It only can extend the date line of Earth s pole-shift.
See the explanation 2: 38-39, 254 and 3: 73-74.
104. And let there be a community from among you inviting others into the Best,
commanding with Justice and forbidding with the evil; and only such are the
prosperous.
This verse is revealed during Prophet s Medina period. So it is commanded to form a
group of believers in order to cooperate in Justice and to forbid evils; then only they
become prosperous. But after 30 years of Prophet s departure, Islam was deteriorated
into different groups. Mohaviya brought kingdom rule in Islam changing Kilafath
(Caliphate—vicegerancy of Lord). By this the Book reading Fajir and disbelievers started
to follow the books of deeds and rituals avoiding soul of Lord s Book. That is to follow
the Satanic footsteps forbidding Justice—Adhikr. They are 999 out of each and every
1000 who are the liars having only body without soul. They will be in doubt about the
Book Dhikree until they taste the punishment as told in the verse 38: 8. They are deaf,
dumb and blind towards Adhikr, and so they will enter to the hell as told in the verses 2:
18; 17: 97 and 25: 33-34. The hypocrites and their followers are reading the verse 21: 50
which say: This is a Blessed Dhikr (Reminder) which the Lord has revealed; then are you
the ones who are hating It? To this Mujirims mentioned in 50 places in the Book, the
Angel Malik- the Guard of Hell- will say: Surely We had come to you with the Truth, but
you were hating It as told in the verses 43: 74-78.
Today the Truth Adhikr is formed as a Book. The hypocrites who are knowingly hiding It,
those who are having doubt in their hearts and 70, 000 Jewish soldiers of Antichrist will
be killed on the second coming of Jesus as told in the verses 33: 60-61. See the
explanation 2: 2-5, 147-148 and 3: 79-80.
105. And you don t be like those who are differing, and they disagreed after the
Explanations had come to them; and such are having the great punishment!
By calling the believers Lord command not to differ in the Book Adhikr just like the Jews
and Christians did after receiving It. The Straightpath Adhikr is revealed to Prophet
Muhammed which contains all the previous 312 Books and their Upright Explanations as
mentioned in the verse 16: 44. But the Muslims who are differed into many groups
more than that of Jews and Christians are not considering It as the Splendid Book. They
are not even uttering any of the 40 names of Adhikr, so they are the inmates of the Fire
as explained in the verses 2: 39, 166-167 and 3: 10.

The Three Time Knower Lord explained through Prophet: Jews were fragmented into
71 groups and Christians to 72 groups. My people will be fragmented into 73 groups and
all will be returned into the Hellfire except the one who holdfasts Adhikr . Adhikr is the
Witness, Leader, Guide, Mercy, Explanation and Truth as told in the verse 11: 17. See
the explanation 2: 176, 213 and 3: 19-21.
106. The Day some faces will turn white, while some faces will turn black; then whose
faces are blackened, you disbelieved after your belief, so you taste the punishment
since you were disbelieving.
Among the whole mankind, the faces of the true disbelievers belonging to different
groups of Muslims will be blackened since they hid and rejected the Best Book Adhikr
after receiving It. At the time of each Muslim s death, Lord will tell him: Nay, you
received my verses, but you rejected It (Fajir) and you became arrogant (hypocrites),
you were among the disbelievers as told in the verse 39: 59. And it is told in the verse
39: 60, On the Day of Judgment you will see the face of those who were telling lie
about the Lord blackened, isn t the Hell enough as an abode for the haughty . It is told
in the verses 10: 26-27: For those who are testifying the Best Book Adhikr in the best
manner have more in measure; no darkness or shame shall be on their faces; such are
the inmates of the Paradise, they will abide therein forever. And who have earned evils
will have evil reward just like it, the ignominy will cover their faces, they will not have
any helpers from the Lord; their faces will be covered as it were with the pieces from
the depth of darkness of Light; such are the inmates of Fire, they will abide in it forever .
See the explanation 2: 108, 256-257.
107. And those whose faces are whitened, they will be in Lord Allah s Mercy, and they
will live there in forever.
Whoever utilizes Adhikr—the Mercy—as a Ticket to the Paradise as well as the
Safeguard against the Hellfire can return to the Paradise. All Muslims who received the
Book, but hide and reject It will return into the Hell. Their ledger is in the Sijjeen as told
in the verse 83: 7. All other mankind who didn t get the Book will be sent to any other
world other than Hell or Paradise after drinking from Kouth(s)er Lake (a drink with
which no thirst will be affected thereafter). See the explanation 2: 90; 3: 10 and 78.
108. Those are Lord Allah s verses which We recite to you with the Truth; and Allah
doesn t intend unjust for any of the creatures.
Adhikr is the Wise Reminder from the Three Time Knower Lord Allah. It is sent in order
to utilize It as the Trust and Balance to keep the Universe in its equilibrium. It is
inherited to the people of last Prophet Muhammed as told in the verse 35: 32. Among

them there are three. (1) The hypocrites and their blind followers who are belonging to
those doing unjust to their own soul by neither utilizing Adhikr by themselves and nor
giving It to others to utilize. Thus they are ruining themselves, but they perceive it not as
told in the verse 6: 26. (2) Those who will get the Book of deeds in the right-hand in the
Hereafter. They and their family live in the 4th phase testifying atleast more than 50%
under the Light of Adhikr-the Best Book. (3) The forerunners who have submitted their
whole life always in the best deeds by propagating Lord s Book Adhikr and encouraging
others for it, and also involving and encouraging in planting trees and doing organic
farming. From these three the hypocrites will enter the hell even without trial as told in
the verse 4: 145, whereas their blind followers will enter the hell after trial as told in the
verse 39: 71-72. Those who will get the Book of deeds in the right-hand will enter the
paradise after trial as told in the verse 39: 73-74. The forerunners will enter the paradise
without trial for whom the doors of paradise are kept opened as told in the verse 38:
49-50. It is told in the verses 26: 208-209: We have never destroyed the country except
a warner had come saying: You remind with Dhikra ; and Lord is not among the unjust .
It is told in the verses 87: 9-12: Anyone abstains the Book Dhikra, he is unlucky who will
be roasted in the great Fire .
1000 communities of creatures are there in the world. Each of them are taught the
prayer and glorifications. So the mankind endowed with intelligence should have to
maintain the statuesque of Earth utilizing Adhikr as the Trust and Balance. The
hypocrites and their blind followers are denoted as the worst creatures because they
are deaf who don t hear the Lord s Book, and dumb who don t talk about It to the
mankind as told in the verses 7: 40; 8: 22 and 25: 33-34. See the explanation 2: 119 and
3: 28-30.
109. To Lord Allah belongs whatever is in Heaven and whatever is on Earth, and into
Allah returns all the matters.
The Three Time Knower Lord has explained each and everything in Adhikr which is the
Three Time Knowledge. On the Day of Judgment every individual will be questioned
about the 4th phase of his life. Adhikr teaches that the Recording Book is fastened upon
each individual s neck, and on the Day of Judgment it will be presented as an
illuminating Spread Open Book as explained in the verses 2: 168-169. See the
explanation 2: 210, 234 and 255.
110. You are the best people raised up for entire mankind, commanding with Justice
and forbidding evil, and you are believing with Lord Allah; if the people of the Book
believed, it would be better for them, among them are some believers, while most of
them are transgressors.

The best people mentioned in every verse is who follow and testify Adhikr—the
Truth—as told in the verses 39: 33. They command mankind to follow Its do s and don ts
which is the only Justice from the Impartial Lord of the worlds. They also forbid Satanic
footsteps from the mankind as explained in the verses 2: 168-169. Today people of the
Book means the hypocritical leaders of various groups among Muslims and their blind
followers, whereas the people of the Book during the time of Prophet were Jews and
Christians.
Today the hypocrites and their blind followers are commanding the mankind with evils
and forbidding the Justice by hiding and rejecting Adhikr—the Splendid Book mentioned
in the verses 41: 41-43. They have forgotten the Lord, so Lord has also forgotten them;
indeed the hypocrites are transgressors. The Lord has promised the hypocritical men
and women as well as Kuffar men and women the Hellfire, they will abide in it, it is
enough for them, the Lord has cursed them and they have eternal punishment as told in
the verses 9: 67-68. All their deeds such as prayer, charity, pilgrimages and fasting will
be futile. Their wealth or children will not be beneficial for them, and they have been
perished as disbelievers as told in the verses 9: 53-55, 84-85 and 125. So the believers
who are helping the Impartial Lord will propagate Adhikr especially to those who didn t
receive the Latest Book aiming to form the harmony of mankind. See the explanation 2:
99, 167-168 and 3: 56-57.
111. They will never harm you except a nuisance; if they are fighting with you, they
will turn their backs; then they will not be helped.
The believer will do Jihad with the Safeguard against the hypocrites and Kuffar who are
hiding and rejecting repeatedly the verses of the Book as told in the verses 9: 73; 25: 52
and 66: 9. So he will not fear any creature in the world. See the explanation 3: 72-73, 7980 and 102-103.
112. Disgrace is branded upon them wherever they are found except a consideration
from Lord Allah and consideration from mankind. Wrath of Allah is affected upon
them; adversity has been branded upon them. That is because surely they have been
hiding with Allah s verses and have been killing the Prophets without any Truth; that
is because they disobeyed and were aggressing.
Today Muslims who read these verses are having worse character than the Jews and the
Christians of Prophet s time. The Lord s wrath and curse are happened upon them and
Hell is kept for them since they hide and reject His Book—Adhikr—which is for
maintaining the Universe in its equilibrium as told in the verses 2: 159-160 and 48: 6. To
put it briefly, any one if utilizes Adhikr as the Criterion and the Insight can see these
worthless people Muslims are cruel and merciless towards all creatures. These aimless

and heedless people are involved in terrorism, bloodshed and all such mischievous
activities all over the world. These Mujirims without utilizing the intelligence are actually
serving Satan instead of Lord as told in the verses 36: 59-62. They are not killing
Prophets by hand, but by accepting names of prophets and costumes, and leading a life
against Lord s Book and prophet, they are falsifying and killing all the Prophets. They are
boasting that they are following Prophet Muhammed. But really these worst creatures
mentioned in the verses 8: 22 and 98: 6 are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are
welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. On the second coming of Jesus,
Antichrist will be killed. Then all other people belonging to Muhammed s community
will approve Islam and recognize Prophet Muhammed as Mercy for entire worlds
testifying the verse 21: 107. Then these worthless and worst people will not have any
shelter anywhere in the world. They will be killed and the command of the verses 4: 91;
9: 123; 33: 60-61 and 72-73 will be implemented. See the explanation 2: 61; 3: 21-22
and 83.
113. All the people of the Book are not alike; among them there is a small group who
spend the night by reciting the verses of Lord Allah in standing and prostrating before
Him.
114. They are believing with Lord Allah and the Last Day, commanding with Justice
and forbidding the evils and hastening into the best deeds; and such are among the
righteous.
115. And whatever deed from good they are doing, they will never be disregarded for
it; and Lord Allah is knowing with the heedful.
The common people among Muslims who read these verses are not knowing the
contents of the Book. But the hypocrites are knowingly hiding It and are commanding
evils to their followers forgetting Prophet s teaching: If one reads Qur an without
knowing Its content, it will cause to dart away from the True way of life as an arrow
darts away from the bow . For both hypocrites and their blind followers (Fujjar), the
Hell is promised as told in the verse 82: 14. The Book they read, touched, heard and
seen will argue and witness against them, and will push them into the Hellfire. At the
time of death these worthless people will witness against themselves that indeed they
were disbelievers as explained in the verse 7: 37. If any creature among the 1000
communities of Lord suffers any harm due to climate, lack of food, water, air, natural
calamities etc, the evil burden of it should be borne by the hypocritical men and women
as well as Mushrik men and women who have received Adhikr as told in the verses 33:
72-73 and 20: 100. They are the people who have done unjust to their own soul as told
in the verse 35: 32. Actually by performing prayer without becoming a believer with

Adhikr—the Permission mentioned in the verse 10: 100—they are earning Hell as a fine
as explained in the verse 2: 186.
The good characters and habits of the people of the previous Books mentioned in these
verses are now having to an extent with the other people such as Hindus, Buddhist,
Jains, Jews, Christians etc. See the explanation 1: 6; 2: 62-63 and 3: 52-53.
116. Indeed those who disbelieved, neither their wealth nor their children will benefit
them from Lord Allah in any way; and such are the inmates of Fire, they will remain in
it forever.
It is told about the hypocrites in the verses 9: 53-54: Since they are transgressed
people, their charity will never be accepted . Since they are hiding Lord and Messenger
in the Book, their prayer or any deed will not be accepted or responded, instead they
will get Hellfire as a fine for their life in this world as told in the verses 9: 67-68; 25: 3334 and 65-66. Both in the verses 9: 55 and 85, it is told that neither their wealth nor
their children dazzle you, indeed Lord intends to punish them in this world, and they are
perished as disbelievers. See the explanation 2: 6-7, 39 and 3: 10.
117. The example of what they spend in this worldly life is just like a wind, in it there
is ripping frost. It affected the crop of people who wronged their souls; thus destroyed
it; Lord Allah didn t wrong to them, but they were wronging to themselves.
Since the disbelievers are heedless and aimless they are giving preference to the worldly
and bodily life without considering the soul and the life. It is told in the verses 11: 18-19:
The cursed wrongdoing hypocrites who are forging lie about Lord without Adhikr—the
Real Knowledge—and obstructing the common people from the Straightpath intending
to make it crooked; then on the Day of Judgment the witnesses who were testifying the
Book Witness will say: They were disbelievers with the Hereafter . The hypocritical
men and women as well as the Mushrik men and women mentioned in the verses 33:
72-73; 48: 6 and 98: 6 have received the Lord s Book, but are doing wrong to their own
souls as told in the verse 35: 32. They will ridicule the believers as: He is an odd liar as
told in the verse 54: 25. According to the verse 38: 8 these worthless people will not
remove their doubts about the Book Dhikree until they taste the punishment. See the
explanation 2: 57, 200-202 and 266.
118. Oh those who believed! You don t take as your super authority from besides
yourselves; they will not fail to exploit you. They desire only your distress, verily
hating is appeared from their mouth; while what they are concealing in their chests is
even greater; surely We have explained Our verses to you if you are utilizing your
intelligence.

Today there is no group of believers anywhere in the world. The different groups of
Muslims are the true Kafirs, wrongdoers, hypocrites and Mujirims to the Hellfire. They
are only giving preference to the worldly life without considering the soul. Actually they
have to bear the burden of all difficulties and distresses suffered by 1000 communities
of Lord s creatures. They have become Mujirims without utilizing the intelligence and
are serving the Satan as told in the verses 36: 59-62. They are the worst creatures near
Lord. They will be pushed into the Hell as deaf, dumb and blind as told in the verses 2:
17-18; 17: 97 and 25: 13-14.
They are commanding for communal unity instead of forming harmony of mankind. So
believer will not elect them as their authority. Instead believer will elect those who are
encouraging harmony of mankind without any schism. It is told in the verses 13: 14 and
40: 50: The prayer of disbelievers will not increase except astray . At the time of death,
Lord will tell to the hypocrites and their blind followers: You were among the
disbelievers because of not testifying the Best Book Adhikr as told in the verses 39: 5859. See the explanation 2: 44, 168-169 and 3: 28.
119. Ah! You yourselves; you are loving them while they are not loving you; and you
believe in every Book. Whenever they meet you they say: We believed ; when they
are alone, they bite their fingertips due to the anger upon you; you say them: You die
with your anger ; Indeed Allah is the Knower about the status of the chests.
During the period of prophet in Medina, some believers didn t show any hesitation to
live mingling with the Jews and hypocrites. So through this verse Allah is clearly telling
the behavior of Jews and hypocrites to the believers. Today the hypocrites and their
blind followers are having this behavior all over the world towards the believers. Really
the believers are having the belief that only one Book Adhikr is revealed from the
Paradise as told in the verses 16: 44; 21: 24 and 41: 41-43. But after 30 years of
Prophet s departure Islam was deteriorated and various groups were originated. The
hypocrites are knowingly hiding even the 40 names of Adhikr and their followers are
reading the Body of the Book without understanding Its content.
Believers are always in the consciousness that 999 out of each and every 1000 among
the people who received the Book will go to the Hell. The odd believers who is the 1 in
1000 holdfast Lord by holding fast Adhikr—the Safeguard—and do Jihad against the
hypocrites and Kuffar with It as told in the verses 9: 73 and 25: 52. He also propagate
Adhikr throughout the entire worlds irrespective of nation or religion so that It can be
utilized as the Balance and Trust to keep the Universe in its equilibrium. See the
explanation 1: 7; 2: 2-5 and 76.

120. If any goodness affects you, it grieves them; while any evil affects you, they
delight in it. And if you are patient and are heedful, their plotting will not harm you in
any way; indeed Lord Allah encompasses what they are doing.
Since today the Three Time Knowledge from the Three Time Knower Lord mentioned
in the verse 25: 58 is formed as a Book named Adhikr through the Three Time Knower
mentioned in the verse 25: 59, the believer by utilizing It transforms his Jinn soul-mate
to a believer. He keeps the Safeguard Lord in his heart by Safeguard Adhikr, so that no
evil will affect him. Since Lord is Impartial everyone should decide his destiny by himself
utilizing Adhikr as Insight, Criterion, Balance and Truth. See the explanation 2: 234 and
3: 101-103.
121. And when you left from your family in the dawn in order to station the believers
at their battle-position, and Lord Allah is All-hearing, All-knowing.
The following verses are explaining about the Battle of Uh d which was occurred in the
10th month Shawwal of 3rd year of Hij ra. In the previous year, 9th month Ramdhan the
Battle of Bad r was occurred and most of the leaders of Meccan Mushriks had been
killed and about 70 persons were caught as captives. As a revenge for that in the 3 rd year
of Hijra, under leadership of Abu Sufyaan about 3000 soldiers with weapons forced
towards Medina. For not to turn back the soldiers and to encourage them, their woman
folks were also brought with them. Even Prophet and the prime companions decided to
block them at the center of Medina itself, some youths who were unable to participate
in the Battle of Bad r and were desiring for martyrdom forced the Prophet to go to the
mount Uh d with about 1000 soldiers.
122. When two of your fractions decided to turn by fearing, while Lord Allah was there
for the protection of both; then upon Lord Allah entrust the believers.
On the way to Uh d 300 soldiers under the leadership of the hypocrite leader Abdullah
Ibnu Ubbay Ibnu Alsulool turned back to Medina. By seeing this two tribes Banoo
Salama and Banoo Haris attempted to turn back. The verses 3: 160; 5: 11; 9: 51; 58: 10
and 64: 13 also end as: Then upon Allah entrust the believers .
123. And surely Lord Allah has helped you at Bad r while you were weak, therefore
you heed Lord Allah so that you might become grateful.
In the Battle of Bad͛r͛ 313 weak soldiers without having any experience in battle as well
as without having proper weapons fought with 1000 powerful Meccan pagans having
proper weapons. But the believers won the battle since they belonged to the Believer
Lord Allah s Party as told in the verse 58: 22. The disbelievers were defeated since they
belonged to the Kafir Satan s party as told in the verse 58: 19.

Today the odd believer does Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kufars as
commanded through the verses 25: 52 and 66: 9. He also propagates Adhikr in order to
maintain peace and tranquil life by forming harmony of mankind. See the explanation 2:
152 and 254.
124. When you told the believers: Isn t it enough for you that your Lord will empower
you by sending down 3000 Angels?
125. Nay, if you are patient and are heedful, He will bring to you for empowering you
with 5000 specially marked Angels on the sudden attack of enemy.
126. And Lord Allah has not made this except a glad news for you, and for getting
tranquility to your hearts with it, and there is no help except from Lord Allah, the
Exalted, the Wise.
127. In order to cut off a flank from those who disbelieved or to restrain them, thus
they turned back disappointedly.
If the enemies of believers were 3000 in number, the Lord had promised the believers to
empower them by sending down 3000 Angels. Not only that, if the believers are heedful
and are giving preference to the Hereafter than worldly life, for the sudden attack from
enemy Lord will strengthen them with specially marked Angels. All these promises were
given to them as a glad news and for peace and tranquility of hearts. Actually the Three
Time Knower Lord can avoid war and lead the believers into the Straightpath without
any sufferings. The Battle of Bad r was happened in order to reveal on which side
(believer side or disbeliever side) the Truth exists. But the Battle of Uh d was happened
in order to distinguish who were the believers and who were the hypocrites as told in
the verses 3: 166-167. In the Battle of Uh d the disbelievers came from Mecca turned
back themselves disappointedly without any gain. That is why it is told in the verse To
cut off a flank from those who disbelieved . The Impartial Lord will n t punish those who
have not received the Book, but will punish the hypocrites and their blind followers
since they hide and reject Adhikr which is the Food, Cloth and Sight of human soul. See
the explanation 2: 154-157 and 213.
128. You have no authority in taking decision; He may either accept their repentance
or may punish them, indeed they are the wrongdoers.
129. And to Lord Allah belongs whatever is in Heaven and whatever is on Earth, He
forgives to anyone He wishes and punishes anyone He wishes; and Allah is the Oftforgiving, the Merciful.

In the beginning of Battle of Uh͛d͛ Muslims had the victory as told in the verse 3: 152.
Most of the archers who were appointed on the top of the hill came down to collect the
battle booty. At that time, the cavalry soldiers of enemies led by Khalid Ibnu Valeed
killed the remaining archers and came down to the battle field through the gap of
mountain side. And other infantry of enemies under the leadership of Aboo Sufyan also
surrounded the Muslims groups on other sides. Prophet was wounded on his head, lost
his tooth and there was a false proclaim that Muhammad has been killed as explained
in the verse 3: 144. Muslims scattered and ran away without paying any attention to
others, even without replying to Prophet s call to come back to the battle field as told in
the verse 3: 153. At that critical time, Prophet prayed by mind against the enemies as:
How a people would be guided who are trying to destroy the Messenger appointed to
them? At that time the Three Time Knower Lord Who Knows the status of the chests
revealed these verses
As told in the verses Lord brought Khalid Ibnu Valeed to Islam on the 6th year of Hijra in
connection with the Udaibiya Treaty. And on 8th year, Abu Sufyan, his wife Hind and
her slave Wah͛shi (who killed Prophet s father s brother Hamza in the Uh͛d battle) also
came to Islam. In brief, Islam is not anyone s own property, but that is the only way of
life accepted by Allah to His entire creatures. No one can bring anyone to that way of
life; for example: Prophet Muhammed couldn t bring his father s brother Aboo Thwalib
who was his guardian after the death of Abdul Muthwalib into Islam as told in the verse
28: 56. Prophet couldn t seek forgiveness for his own mother since she had died as
Mushrik as told in the verse 9: 113. Prophet Ibrahim couldn t seek forgiveness for his
father Azar as per the verse 9: 114. Prophet Noah couldn t bring his wife and son to
Islam as told in the verses 11: 45-46. And Prophet Looth couldn t bring his wife into
Islam as told in the verse 66: 10. Prophet and believer can seek forgiveness only for
believing men as well as believing women as told in the verse 47: 19 and 71: 28.
Today Adhikr is formed as a Book, so none can become a believer except with It as told
in the verse 10:100. Whether male or female if utilizes Adhikr, he/she is guided for
himself/herself; and if not utilized, is strayed upon him/her, Prophet is not a custodian
upon anyone as told in the verse 10: 108; 17: 15 and 39: 41. See the explanation 2: 185186, 272 and 284.
130. Oh you who believed! You shouldn t eat usury by doubling and multiplying it, and
you heed Lord Allah so that you may prosper.
131. And you beware of the Fire which has been kept prepared for the disbelievers.
132. And you obey Lord Allah and His Messenger so that you may obtain the Mercy.

Dealing with usury is the habit of disbelievers of all time. Believers should try to
eradicate the system of interest. They spend all their blessings that Allah has given to
them in order to unload the life burdens of the creatures and will inspire others to do
so. They will give goodly loan to the Lord by understanding the aim of life from Adhikr—
the Three Time Knowledge. By calling the believers it is told in the verses 64: 15-17:
Your wealth and your children are only a trial; it is Lord with Whom is the greatest
reward. Therefore, you heed Lord as much as you can, listen to His Message attentively,
be obedient, and spend for your own good; anyone who is saved from the covetousness
of his own soul, such will be the only prospers. If you lend to the Lord Allah a good loan,
He will pay you back manifold, and will forgive you your sins, the Lord is Appreciative
and Forbearing . See the explanation 2: 24, 254 and 275-276.
133. You hasten into the forgiveness from your Lord and to the Paradise the width
which is that of the Heavens and the Earth, which has been kept prepared for the
heedful.
Here, the Impartial Lord Allah teaches that He has kept prepared the Paradise and Hell
earlier itself. The heedful people who are living by testifying Adhikr—the Truth—here as
told in the verse 39: 33 are earning the Paradise. By hiding and rejecting Lord s Book—
Adhikr—the hypocritical leaders as well as their heedless followers are believing and
teaching mankind that Lord is guiding mankind either to Paradise or to Hell. At the same
time they are reading the verses 87: 9-12 which say: The unlucky one will abstain from
the Book Dhikra who will be roasted in the Hellfire . And it is warned through the verses
89: 23-24: On the Day when Hell will be brought; man will regret that indeed if he had
utilized the Book Dhikra; and will wail: I wasted my worldly life . Read together 50: 3135. See the explanation 2: 2-5, 261 and 286.
134. Those who are spending their wealth in prosperity and in adversity, and are
suppressing their anger; and are pardoning for mankind. And Lord Allah like the
Muhsins .
135. And those who when commits any shameful deed or wrong to their own soul,
will remember Lord Allah by soul and seek forgiveness for their offenses; and who is
there to forgive their offenses except Lord Allah? And they will not persist knowingly
upon whatever they have been doing.
The heedful and virtuous people are those who give priority for the necessity of others
than theirselves in food, money, etc, even though they are in need for them. They also
spend secretly—as the spending with the right hand will not know the left hand
considering the Lord as the Three Time Knower and the Oft-observing .

Since the believers are the vicegerents of the Impartial Lord, they will show anger to the
hypocritical men and women as well as to the Mushrik men and women of Muslims as
they are doing wrong to their soul as told in the verses 48: 6 and 98: 6. And they will
forgive for the other mankind who are doing offenses without Knowledge.
Muhsins are those who testify the Best Book Adhikr. The hypocrites and Mushriks who
are hiding and rejecting the Book Husna , at the time of their death Lord will tell each of
them: You were among the disbelievers as told in the verse 39: 58-59. It is told in the
verse 9: 80: Even if Prophet seeks forgiveness for the transgressing hypocrites for 70
times, Lord will never forgive them nor He will guide them . It is told in the verse 63: 6
about the hypocrites: It is the same whether you seek forgiveness for them or not, Lord
Allah will never forgive for them; indeed Lord will never guide the transgressing people .
Against those who are hiding Adhikr from mankind and who are rejecting It after
receiving, the believer is commanded to do Jihad with Safeguard Adhikr as told in the
verses 9: 73 and 25: 52. Both the hypocrites and their followers who are rejecting the
Wise Reminder is compared to that of a dog which will never change its attitude
whether disturbed or not as told in the verse 7: 176. As told in the verses 14: 28-29, the
human devil hypocrites have made Halal (permissible) for their followers the Hell—
house of worthless. See the explanation 2: 110, 177 and 274.
136. Such will have the forgiveness from their Lord as their reward, and the Paradise
beneath which rivers are flowing; therein they will live forever, and what a blissful
reward for the workers of doing good deeds!
This verse also teaches that everyone has to prepare the Paradise in this world utilizing
Adhikr. In other words, believer does righteous deeds in this 4 th phase under the Light of
the Best Book Adhikr in order to inherit the Paradise in the 7 th phase. The verse 7: 43
ends as: That is the Paradise which was promised to you, so you inherit It for your good
deeds. It is told in the verses 43: 67-69 that the relationship under Adhikr in this World
will only be benefited in the Hereafter. And to the heedful it will be told: Oh my
servants! No fear shall be upon you this Day, nor shall you grieve for those who were
the believers with Adhikr, and were submitted all to the Lord. The verses 29: 58 and 39:
74 also end as: What a blissful reward for workers of doing good deeds! See the
explanation 2: 25, 218 and 281.
137. Verily, there have passed so many ways and practices before you; therefore, you
travel around the Earth and observe how the consequence of the rejecters was.
The Three Time Knower Lord sends Messengers when a people become about to be
destroyed. The hypocritical chiefs of every period were opposing the Messenger by
telling: We are rejecting what you have been sent with . Only some of the poor,

indigent and illiterate people were ready to believe with Adhikr and the Messengers. It
is told in the verse 11: 27 that the chief of the disbelievers among first Messenger
Noah's people told: We see you none except a man like ourselves, we see only the
menial and immature in judgment follow you, and don t see any merit in you above us;
really we think that you are among the liars . The hypocrites and their blind followers
who are the liars told about Swalih: Is Adhikr revealed upon Him among us? Nay, he is
an odd liar as told in the verse 54: 25. The Meccan pagans were telling about Prophet
Muhammed: Is Adhikr revealed upon him among us? Nay, they are in doubt about
Dhikree until they taste the punishment as told in the verse 38: 8.
At the time of Prophet Adhikr was not formed as the Splendid Book. Among the Qur an
reading people, the ledger of hypocrites and their followers is in Sijjeen as told in the
verse 83: 7; and as per the verse 82: 14 they are in Hades. They are 999 out of each and
every 1000 as explained in the verse 4: 118. The believer who has kept the Safeguard
Lord with the Truth Adhikr in his heart will only die as the one who submits everything
to Lord as told in the verse 3: 102. He will look the Lord pleasantly with the soul at the
time of death as told in the verses 75: 22-23. All other Muslims who are the true
disbelievers mentioned in 520 verses of the Book will die by witnessing themselves that
they were the disbelievers because of rejecting Adhikr. They all will depart from this
world sadly and gloomily by seeing the Kafir Satan as told in the verses 69: 50 and 75:
24.
These worst creatures among 1000 communities of the Lord are following 29 pseudoprophets and are welcoming the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. On the second coming
of Jesus, Antichrist will be killed as explained in the verses 4: 157-159. Then all other
people of Messenger Muhammed s community will approve Islam and Prophet as the
Mercy for the entire worlds. Then these worst creatures mentioned in the verse 8: 22
will be killed by the other people proclaimed by trees and stones that kill these Kafirs.
Then only the worthless people will get assurance that Dhikree is the Book of Lord.
Today Adhikr is formed as the Splendid Book. One of its 40 names Dhikree is
mentioned in the verses such as in 18: 101; 20: 124; 50: 8. The hypocrites are hiding and
rejecting the Ticket to the Paradise mentioned in the verses such as 20: 3; 74: 49; 76:
29, and so they are killed by Lord as told in the verses 63: 4 and 80: 17. They are the liars
as told in the verse 63: 1. See the explanation 2: 39; 3: 83 and 94.
138. This is an Explanation for mankind, as well as Guidance and a Mouidhath (Good
advice) for the heedful.
Here mentioned Explanation, Guidance and Mouidhath (Good advice) are the Splendid
Book Adhikr. Adhikr is the Explanation from the Lord of the worlds for the entire

mankind. But the heedful who are testifying It only accepts It as the Explanation,
Guidance and Mouidhath. It is told in the verse 6: 125: You invite in to the way of your
Lord with the Hikmath and with the Mouidhath, and you argue with the Husna, indeed
the Three Time Knower Knows who is strayed from His path and who is following the
Guidance . So the believer will invite the people to the Lord with Adhikr which has the
names such as Hikmath, Mouidhath, Explanation, Trust and Ticket.
Some explanation for the Hikmath verses and their Mouidhath are:
(1) The verse 2: 113 says: Jews were telling Christians are not in Truth; Christians were
telling that Jews are not in Truth; while they were reading the same Book. The
Mouidhath of this verse is: Each group of Muslims are saying about other groups of
muslims that they are not in Truth. At the same time, they all are reading the same
Book. Actually, they all are true disbelievers as told in the verses 4: 150-151.
(2) The verses 3: 79-80 say: Prophets like Jesus, Moosa and Muhammed taught: You be
proud representative of the Lord as you have been taught with the Splendid Book and as
you have been telling others with It. The Mouidhath of this verse is: By rejecting Lord s
Book, the true disbelievers are learning and teaching the Books written by the pseudoprophets and hypocrites. Thus, they have become the worthless and worst creatures
instead of becoming proud representatives of the Lord.
(3) The verse 5: 32 says: If anyone kills a soul except for a murder or doing mischief in
the land, it is as if he is killing the entire mankind; and if anyone saves a soul, it is as if he
is saving the soul of entire mankind. The Mouidhath is: Today all these verses are read
by the Mujirim people who are enjoying the bodily and worldly life without considering
the soul and aim of life. They are in front of killing, terrorism, bloodshed and all such evil
activities. They are following Satanic footsteps rejecting Adhikr as explained in the
verses 2: 168-169.
(4) The verse 5: 90 says by calling the believers: Liquor, gambling, idols and lottery are
filthy deeds from Satan, so you avoid him . The Mouidhath is: Today Muslims who read
these verses are involved in all such filthy deeds like illegal narcotic dealings, gambling,
bribing, adulteration, theft, black money, raping and human trafficking. The human devil
hypocrites encourage the common people to accept intercessors and mediators to Lord,
and to offer foods and sacrifices besides the Lord. Thus, these Mujirim people instead of
serving Lord are serving the Satan without utilizing their intelligence as explained in the
verse 3: 20.
(5) In the he verse 7: 40 it is told: The Mujirim people including those who are rejecting
Lord s verses and the hypocrites who are arguing that they have studied everything; for

them the gates of Heavens will not be opened, they will not enter the Paradise until a
camel can pass through the eye of tailor s needle. The Mouidhath is: Indeed, for those
who testify and convey Lord s Message to the entire worlds, for them the gates of
Heavens are kept opened, and they will enter the Paradise even without the Trial; thus
is the reward from the Lord for Muhsins.
(6) In the verse 34: 19 it is told about the natives of Saba a who were leading a peaceful
life by conducting trade with Palestine safely. Then while they rejected Adhikr and
started robbery and cheating, the condition became like praying: Our Lord! You
increase the distance of our journey . Thus as they wronged themselves, and Lord
ruined them and made them a part of history. Mouidhath of this is: The Muslims-the
wrongdoers- are carrying Lord s Book Adhikr like donkeys are carrying burden, and are
neither utilizing themselves nor giving It to others for utilizing It as the Balance and Trust
to keep Universe in its equilibrium. Because of this and their mischievous deeds they are
like praying for the Pole-shifting of Earth (the Day when sun rises from the West) and for
the Last Day.
(7). In the verse 7: 146 it is told: Those arrogant people who are pretending as scholars
without having the Book Truth, the Lord will turn them away from His verses; if they see
all verses they will not believe with It, if they see the Upright path, they will not follow It
as the Straightpath; while if they are seeing a crooked path, they will follow it. That is
because they have been rejecting Our verses and were heedless about It. Mouidhath of
this is: The hypocrites and their blind followers are wrath and curse affected as well as
strayed people as mentioned in the verses 1: 7; 2: 159-160; 48: 6 and 98: 6. And their
similitude is that of a dog which will never change its attitude whether disturbed or not
as told in the verses 7: 175-176. They will not accept any good thing which is beneficial
for the 1000 communities of Lord including the mankind, but will accept any evil which
will cause to distress the 1000 communities.
139. And you don t be loss of heart, and you don t be sad while you are the superiors
if you are the believers.
When 300 persons turned back to Medina from the way to the Battle of Uh d , through
this verse Lord says to the remaining people that if they are believers, they would
succeed and will become superiors.
Today the believer who is utilizing Splendid Book Adhikr as Safeguard, no one can harm
or disturb him. He will do Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kuffar who are
hiding and rejecting It testifying the verses 9: 73; 22: 78 and 25: 52. See the explanation
2: 209.

140. If a wound is affected you, the other people also have been affected similar
wounds; We are alternating these days of varying success and failure among mankind,
in order Lord Allah to Know those who believed and to choose martyrs from among
you, and Allah does not love the wrongdoers.
141. And to purge Lord Allah those who believed and to deprive the disbelievers.
In the Battle of Bad r victory was with Muslim side. But in the Battle of Uh d at a
glance Muslims were defeated. Then the wrongdoing hypocrites were thinking that if
the Prophet and believers were in Truth, how this failure occurred. Being a reply to this,
the Three Time Knower Lord says through these verses that the purpose of war is to
distinguish the believers from the hypocrites. And it was also for giving the real believers
a chance for martyrdom. It is told in the verses 3: 166-167: The Uh d Battle was
happened in order to distinguish the believers and hypocrites among the Muslims.
Today all the Muslims are involved in mischievous activities such as terrorism, killing,
bloodshed, illegal drug deals and human trafficking. They are facing humiliation and are
being hated by others in every part of the World. See the explanation 2: 258; 3: 90-91
and 112.
142. Or do you reckon that you can enter the Paradise while Lord Allah doesn t know
who are doing Jihad, and He Knows that who are having patience!
Since there is no a group of believers anywhere in the World, there is no Jihad with the
weapons. But the odd believer should do Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites who
are knowingly hiding It and the Kuffar who are repeatedly rejecting It. And he should
also propagate Adhikr to the entire mankind irrespective of nation, caste, religion etc. in
order to maintain the Universe in its equilibrium. See the explanation 2: 155-157 and
213-214.
143. And surely, you were wishing for death before you met with it; and you have now
seen it, and you are looking it with your own eyes.
Today the true disbelievers mentioned in 520 verses in Lord s Book will not utilize It
even though they are facing any bad conditions like starvation, scarcity of drinking water
and lack of rainfall. They will not change their attitude towards Adhikr. No good deeds
can be expected from them. They are hastening for the ruining of nature and the Doom
Day. These aimless and heedless people who will enter the Hell will never wish to die.
But they will perish as disbelievers as told in the verses 9: 53-55, 67-68 and 25: 33-34.
See the explanation 2: 94-96 and 186.
144. And Muhammad is none except a Messenger. Surely, many Messengers have
passed before him; then if he dies or is killed, will you turn back on your heels?

Anyone who turns back on his heels will never injure Lord Allah in anyway, and Allah
will reward for the grateful.
During the Uh d Battle revelation of Lord s Book was not completed; and due to the
presence of the hypocrites among Muslims, Prophet and believers were affected
wounds and hurts. In the Uh d Battle the disbelievers proclaimed that Muhammed has
been killed. Hearing this some Muslims who were weak in their faith puzzled, scattered
and turned back from the battle. At that time this verse was revealed addressing such
people.
Since Adhikr which is the Safeguard and Shield is formed today as the Splendid Book,
whoever holdfasts and utilizes It, no harm will happen to him. See the explanation 2:
152; 3: 101-103 and 128-129.
145. And no soul can die except with Lord Allah s Permission, the term is fixed by
recording; and whoever desires the rewards of this world, We shall give it to him, and
whoever desires the rewards of the Hereafter, We shall give it to him, and We will
reward for the grateful.
See the explanation 2: 201-202, 234 and 3: 138.
146. And how many from Prophet fought with many proud representatives of Lord,
they never became lost hearted in whatever they were affected in the path of Lord
Allah; they neither showed weakness nor surrendered before falsehood, and Allah
likes those who are having patience.
This verse is revealed encouraging the weakling believers for the Uh d Battle . The
believers of all time are of not having wealth and power in order to fight against the
disbelievers. But they are having confidence of success since they are fighting in the way
of Almighty Lord.
See the explanation 3: 79 and 102.
147. And their words were nothing except: Our Lord! You Forgive us our offenses and
our excesses in our deeds, and You brace our foots and help us upon the disbelieving
people!
Today there is no war. But the believers should pray as: Oh our Lord! You forgive our
offenses, and excesses in our deeds; and You brace up our feet in Adhikr—the Splendid
Book—and help us against the disbelievers who hide and reject It .
148. Then Lord Allah gave them reward of this World and also a better reward of the
Hereafter, and Allah loves the ones who are living by seeing Him.

Today the Best Book Adhikr is formed in the name Adhikr. So the Muhsins are those
who live testifying the Book Husna (Adhikr). But the Muslims are carrying the Lord s
Book as the donkeys are carrying burden rejecting the verse 62: 5. At the time of every
one of their death Lord will tell: You were among the disbelievers as explained in the
verse 3: 66. See the explanation 2: 254 and 258.
149. Oh you who believed! If you obey those who disbelieved, they will turn you back
on your heels; then you will have to return as losers.
The hypocrites and their blind followers are trying to turn back the believers into the
wrong ways as told in the verse 7: 202. The believer who is the 1 out of each 1000 will
return to the Paradise by doing Jihad with Adhikr against the party of Satan. See the
explanation 2: 121 and 3: 100.
150. Nay, Lord Allah is the Master of you, and He is the Best from the helpers.
It is told both in the verses 22: 40 and 47: 7: If anyone helps the Lord, the Lord will help
him back. Today, helping the Lord is conveying His Message Adhikr throughout the
world in order to utilize It as the Balance and Trust to keep the Universe in its
equilibrium as well as for forming harmony of mankind. See the explanation 2: 107 and
286.
151. We will cast panic in to the hearts of those who disbelieved, because they
associated others with Lord Allah for which He has not sent any Proof; their abode will
be the Fire, what an evil returning place to such wrongdoers!
Today only Muslims are reading this verse among the mankind. The disbelievers,
Mushriks and wrongdoers mentioned in all verses are the hypocrites and their blind
followers. Different groups of Muslims are the true disbelievers, for whom Lord has kept
prepared heinous punishment as explained in the verse 2: 111. See the explanation 2:
39, 137, 176 and 3: 116.
152. And surely, Lord Allah had fulfilled His promise to you when you annihilated
them with His Permission, until you flinched and fell in disputing the command, you
disobeyed after He had shown you the thing what were you loving; among you there
are who wish this world and among you there are who wish the Hereafter, after that
He diverted you against them in order to test you, and surely He pardoned for you,
and Lord Allah is having Bounty upon the believers.
Muslims had victory at the beginning of the Uh d Battle . When the enemies turned
back, a fraction from the Muslims concentrated only in collecting the Booty-wealth of
the war. Well skilled archers were posted by prophet on the top of the hill under the

leadership of Abdullah-ibn Jubair; and Prophet had told them: You shouldn t come down
even if you are seeing the birds sweeping our heads. But except 5 of them came down
to collect the Booty- worldly benefits- thinking that they will not get it. By this occasion
enemies killed the remaining archers and surrounded the battlefield. At that time
Muslims scattered and ran away as well as disputed each other. A rumor The
Messenger has been killed was spread. Thus, they became weak and were about to be
defeated in order to test them, as like their wings are broken (helpless). All these were
happened to distinguish the hypocrites and believers among the Muslims. Today the
believer will follow and testify the Mercy and Bounty Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 154
and 3: 73-74.
153. When you fled without even looking back at anyone, the Messenger was calling
you again from your rear; then He affected you distress over distress in order that you
not feel sad upon what you had lost, and for what afflicted to you; and Lord Allah is
well acquainted with whatever you are doing.
Muslims retreated and ran by leaving the booty of war-which they desired a lot, their
weapons, companions and even their leader. Thus they affected sorrow after sorrow.
This verse addresses the hypocrites who do not agree the fact that the control of all
creatures is with Allah. Believers are always with a conscious that the Three Time
Knower Allah is the One Who controls everything and they will lead a life under the
Three Time Knowledge Adhikr. The hypocrites and their Mushrik followers upon whom
Lord s wrath and curse are affected are denoted as the worst among 1000 communities
of creatures as told in the verse 8: 22. They are deaf from hearing the Book Dhikree as
well as dumb from talking It to the mankind.
Believers will glorify the Lord as: Glory be to the One Who has Acquainted and observing
the offenses of His servants. Glory be to the One Who is enough to acquaint the
offenses of His servant. Glory be to the One Who Knows the treachery of eyes and what
is hidden in the chests. Glory be to the One Who is with us wherever we are. Glory be to
the One Who exist in between the person and the heart of believer. Glory be to the
Lord! Nothing is hidden upon Him either in the Earth or in the Heaven; He is the Allhearing, All-knowing. See the explanation 2: 152 and 234.
154. Then He sent down upon you after the distress a tranquil sleep which affected a
faction of you; while another faction preferred their own soul thinking about Lord
Allah other than the Truth, the thought of ignorance; and they were asking: Have we
any power for taking decisions in the matter? You say: Indeed each and every
command is to Allah; they are concealing in their soul what they are not disclosing to
you; they are saying: If we had any power in the matter, we would not have been

killed so. You say: Even though you were in your own homes, those upon whom death
has been prescribed would have gone forth in to their prescribed place in order that
Allah test what is in your chests, and to purge what is in your hearts, and Allah Knows
the state of the chests.
This verse and the verse 48: 29 contains all the 26 Arabic alphabets. After the Battle of
Uh d Lord granted peace and tranquil sleep for the believers in the night. They slept
without having any feeling of pain, frustration and tension after the defeat. The
hypocrites who were giving preference to their body thought: Even though we are
Muslims fighting together with the Prophet against the disbelievers, why we are
defeated and injured this much? They were in a false belief about Allah thinking that all
these are happening because of Prophet, and they concealed their enmity towards
Prophet. They also told themselves in mind: If we had any power for taking decisions,
we would not have been killed like that. Lord says as a reply for that: Time and place of
death of each and every one is fixed, and when the time comes, everyone will be driven
towards their fixed place.
It is told in the verse 31: 34: Indeed Knowledge of the Last Hour is with Lord Allah, He is
sending down the rain, and He is Knowing what is in the wombs; no soul knows what
will he earn tomorrow, and no soul knows in which place he will die; indeed Lord is the
Knower, the Acquainted. The Three Time Knower Lord Who Knows the status of His
creatures chest make all situations in order to disclose what is concealed by hypocrites
and to make confirmed assurance to the believers.
Today Adhikr—the Truth of Assurance mentioned in the verses 56: 95 and 69: 51—is
formed. The believer utilizes It as the Ticket to the Paradise and will return into It. The
Mujirims (hypocrites and their blind followers) will tell the Lord in the Hereafter: Oh our
Lord! We have seen the scene of the Hell and we have heard its wail; so You send us
back to the worldly life so that we may do honorable deeds, indeed we have got assured
certainty as told in the verse 32: 12. Today the Permission and the Safeguard from the
Lord is formed as a Book named Adhikr. So the believer who holdfasts It can decide the
time and place of his death. Such believers are only considering the Lord as Impartial.
See the explanation 3: 118, 120 and 145.
155. Indeed, those who turned back of you on the day when both troops met, indeed
Satan slipped them because of something they had earned; and verily Lord Allah has
pardoned them also; indeed, Lord Allah is the Oft-forgiving, the Forbearing.
This verse is discussing about the 300 hypocrites specified in the verse 3: 122 who
turned back on the way to Uh d under the leadership of Abdullhibnu Ubayyubnu Sulool;
and also about the hypocrites who turned back and ran away during the Battle of Uh d .

To them it was pardoned as it was for the first time. See the explanation 2: 210 and 3:
128.
156. Oh you who believed! You shouldn t be just like those who disbelieved and were
telling their brothers while they were traveling on the Earth or were engaged in
fighting as: If they had been with us, they would not have died nor been killed, so that
Lord Allah makes it as a cause of regret in their hearts; and Allah gives life and death,
and Lord Allah is the Observant of anything you are doing.
The hypocrites in Medina were telling about their brothers who have been died during
the travel or have been killed in the battle as: If they had sat down with us, they would
not have died or not have been killed. Their concept about the Three Time Knower Lord
was the worst. The hypocrites of Today and their blind follower Mushriks are also having
same attitude about the Lord and the aim of life. That is why Lord s wrath and curse is
happened upon them, and the Hell is kept prepared for them as explained in the verse
2: 46. All these are happening as they are neglecting the Splendid Book Adhikr which is
the Three Time Knowledge from the Lord. This aimless and heedless people who will be
filled in the Hell as told in the verse 7: 179 are not considering the Lord as the Impartial.
As told in the verse 7: 37, these disbelievers will witness against their soul at the time of
their death that Indeed we were disbelievers . Instead of commanding goodness they
are commanding evil to the mankind. They hypocritical men and women have forgotten
the Lord, so Lord also have forgotten them; indeed the hypocrites are the transgressors
and for them Lord has promised Hellfire as told in the verses 9: 67-68. See the
explanation 2: 152-153 and 3: 102.
157. And if you are killed in the way of Lord Allah or if you die, surely the forgiveness
and mercy from Allah are better than all that they are gathering.
158. Whether you die or you are killed, surely into Lord Allah you will be summoned.
The aim of life is to earn the Paradise utilizing all the favors bestowed by the Lord under
the Light Adhikr in the 4th phase of life in this World in order to inherit It in the 7 th phase.
But the hypocrites and their blind followers by forgetting the Wise Reminder Adhikr
have lost the aim of life. These Mujirims who don t utilize their intelligence are serving
Satan instead of serving Impartial Lord Allah. It is told in the verse 10: 58: You rejoice
with the Bounty and Mercy which is better than anything they are gathering . But only
the 1 among 1000 will believe and be proud with Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 105 and
3: 79-80.
159. Then it was from the Mercy of Lord Allah that you dealt gently with them; If you
had been rough and cruel-hearted, they would have dispersed from around you, so

you pardon against them and seek forgiveness for them, and consult with them in the
affairs; and if you are taking a decision, you entrust upon Allah, indeed Allah loves the
ones who are entrusting upon Him.
This verse was revealed during the 3rd year of Medina period of Messenger Muhammed.
Later he was commanded not to obey the hypocrites and their blind follower
disbelievers and to defend their disturbances and to entrust upon Lord; Lord is enough
for entrusting as told in the verses 33: 1 and 48. The hypocrites who tell lies have been
killed by the Lord as told in the verses 63: 1-4 and 80: 17 since they are knowingly hiding
the Ticket to the Paradise from the mankind. They argue that they are the people of
the Lord. But we can see that these aimless and heedless human devils are wishing for
bodily and worldly life than any other people . It is told both in the verses 9: 55 and 85
to the Prophet and today to the believer: Their wealth and children shouldn t dazzle
you, indeed Lord wishes to punish them with it; and they are perished as disbelievers .
These filthy human devils by converting the Mercy Adhikr into disbelief have made
permissible the Hell—house of worthless—to their followers as told in the verses 14: 2829. According to the verses 9: 73; 25: 52 and 66: 9 the odd believer is commanded to do
Jihad with Adhikr against the hypocrites and Kuffar, and to deal harshly upon them.
Through the verse 14: 30, the believer is commanded to say to this worst people: You
enjoy here a little, indeed your return is into the Hell . These worst people are urging
the 30th pseudo-prophet Antichrist. After his arrival, they will accept him as their lord.
Then Jesus will come for the second time and will kill the Antichrist. Thus all other
people will approve Islam and Prophet Muhammed as the Mercy for the entire worlds,
and they will kill all true disbelievers. Thus the command of the verses 4: 91; 9: 123; 33:
60-61 and 48: 6 will be implemented. These worthless people will be dragged prone on
their faces into the Hell since they were rejecting the Best Interpretation of the Book
after receiving It as explained in the verse 2: 7. See the explanation 1: 7; 2: 99 and 166167.
160. If Lord Allah is helping you, then none can overcome you; if He is forsaking you,
then who is there for helping you after Him? Then upon Allah entrust the believers.
Since the Safeguard Adhikr is formed as a Book, Lord has become Impartial. That means
He doesn t guide anyone to the Hell or the Paradise. So the believer should holdfast the
Lord by holding fast Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 256, 286 and 3: 101.
161. And it is not suitable for a Prophet to cheat; and whoever cheats, he will be
brought with whatever he cheated on the Day of Judgment, then each and every one
should be paid with what earned, and they will not be wronged.

The hypocrites accused that Prophet cheated and made them to participate in the battle
saying: Lord has promised help by sending down Angels ; and that is why they got
killed or wounded seriously like this. This verse is an answer to their blaming. This verse
also teaches that Paradise or Hell is earned by oneself. Those who withhold anything as
cheating and theft in this world, he will be presented in front of Lord with the cheated
or stolen property on the Day of Judgment. More over their skins, sight, hearing etc. will
be witnessing against such disbelievers as mentioned in the verses 41: 19-24.
Today Muslims who are reading these verses are not following the Prophet. Instead they
are following 29 pseudo-prophets. They are not considering the Lord as He should be
considered. The Impartial Three Time Knower Lord is Acquainted Observer of the
offenses of His servants. These worthless people are following the footsteps of Satan
and are doing deeds which are being recorded in the Recording Book fastened upon
their neck; and on the Day of Judgment that will be opened as an Illuminated Book and
will be told: You read your own Book, Today you are enough for your own Trial as told
in the verses 17: 13-15; 18: 49 etc. See the explanation 2: 168-169; 3: 30 and 154.
162. Then is the one who always follows the pleasures of Lord Allah like the one
afflicted with wrath from Lord Allah, and his abode is the Hell? What a wretched
returning place!
163. They have different ranks near Lord Allah, and Allah is observing whatever they
are doing.
The pleasure of Impartial Lord is Adhikr which is His Permission to become a believer.
Lord s wrath and curse are affected upon the transgressing hypocrites and the Kuffar
who are hiding and rejecting Adhikr repeatedly after receiving It and their abode is the
Hellfire as explained in the verse 3: 103. See the explanation 2: 38-39, 158-161 and 3:
133-136.
164. Surely, Lord Allah has favored upon the believers when He sent to them a
Messenger from among themselves explaining His verses upon them, purifying them
and teaching them the Book and the Wisdom, and indeed they were in a manifest
astray before.
After 30 years of Prophet s departure, Islam was deteriorated. Then out of 3 groups of
the people who read the Lord s Book, the believer (1 among each and every 1000) will
only get the benefit with It. The rest 999 out of 1000 Muslims who are disintegrated into
different groups are the true disbelievers mentioned in 520 verses such as 4: 151; 39: 71
and 67: 6. They became worthless by forgetting the Wise Reminder Adhikr as
mentioned in the verses 25: 18 and 3: 58. They will be roasted in the great Fire since

they abstained the Book Dhikra which is mentioned in 21 places such as 6: 90; 26: 209;
51: 55; 87: 9 and 89: 23. These worst people are deaf, dumb and blind who will not
return into the Straightpath as explained in the verses 2: 18 and 170-171. See the
explanation 2: 129, 254 and 3: 10.
165. Whenever a disaster affected you, you are saying: How this happened? , surely
you have afflicted them twice as of it; You say: This is from yourselves; Indeed the
Lord Allah is capable upon each and everything .
The Three Time Knower Lord reveals the states of the chest of the hypocrites. They
asked by mind: How the defeat happened to us? They asked so by forgetting the
success they had in the Battle of Badr by killing 70 persons and getting 70 persons as
captives. In the Battle of Uh d only 70 persons were killed from Muslim s side. That is
why it is told in the verse You had afflicted them twice as of it . See the explanation 2:
152; 3: 26-37 and 140.
166. And whatever happened to you on the day when both troops clashed, then it is
with the Lord Allah s Permission in order to know him the believers.
167. And to know him those who are hypocrites; when it was said to them: You
come, and you fight in Lord Allah s way or you defend . They replied: If we had
known that there would be surely a fight we would have followed you . They were
nearest to disbelief than to faith on that day. They are saying with their mouths what
is not in their hearts; and Allah is the Best Knower with what they are concealing.
It is told in the verses 6: 59; 9: 51; 10: 61; 11: 6; 22: 70; 27: 75; 34: 3; 35: 11 and 57: 22
that Nothing is happening in the Universe or in yourselves except it has been
prescribed in a Book before . The Battle of Uh d is happened in order to recognize for
the Messengers and believers who are the hypocrites and the disbelievers.
Today the human devil hypocrites and their blind followers- Mushriks- are telling lies as
told in the verses 63: 1-4. They will ridicule the believer who follows Adhikr as: he is an
odd liar as mentioned in the verse 54: 25. See the explanation 2: 119; 3: 119-120 and
154.
168. Those who tell to their brothers while they sat: If they had obeyed us, they
would not have been killed . You say: You avert death against yourselves if you are
so truthful.
The hypocrites and their blind followers of all periods are the aimless and heedless
people. So their similitude is that of a dog which doesn t change its attitude whether
disturbed or not as explained in the verse 7: 176. They don t consider the Lord as

Impartial. They are hiding and rejecting all the 40 names of Lord s Book such as
Safeguard, Permission, Criterion, Truth, Balance, Explanation, Justice, Proof, Insight,
Light and Mercy. These wrongdoers are carrying the Body of the Book as the donkeys
are bearing the burden as told in the verse 62: 5. Actually the hypocrites are pretending
that they are the scholars among the Muslims. But they don t introduce Adhikr as the
Safeguard and Shield against disasters, calamities, diseases and Hellfire. For any evil or
distress or injustice suffered by any creature anywhere in the world, these hypocrites
have to enter the Hell even without the Trial bearing the evil burden of them as
mentioned in the verse 20: 99-100. See the explanation 2: 94-95 and 3: 113.
169. And you shouldn t reckon those who are killed in the way of Lord Allah as dead;
nay, they are living near their Lord enjoying their sustenance.
170. Rejoicing with whatever the Lord Allah has bestowed from His bounty, and
heralding with those left behind who have not yet joined with them that no need to
fear upon them and for them will not be grieved.
On entering into the Paradise the believers will be satisfied to live in It forever and they
will never seek for transferring from It as told in the verse 18: 108. It is taught by the
Lord through the Prophet that those who become martyr in the way of the Lord will
wish to come again to the World and to be martyr again because of the splendid
rewards and enjoyments they have there. Based on this teaching Khalifa Umar, Usman,
Ali, etc. who participated in the Battle of Bad r , the Battle of Uh d , the Battle of
Khandhaq , the Battle of Thabook and the battles after the Prophet s departure used to
pray for martyrdom? That is why they were killed by the hypocrites (who are the
enemies of Allah, Prophet and believer as told in the verses 41: 28 and 63: 4) and
become Martyrs.
Since there is no group of believers anywhere in the world, there is no war in the cause
of Lord and so there is no martyrdom today. But the odd believer should do Jihad with
Adhikr against the hypocritical men and women as well as Mushrik men and women as
told in the verses 9: 73 and 25: 52. See the explanation 2: 3-5 and 138.
171. They are rejoicing with the favor and bounty from Lord Allah; and indeed Allah
does not deprive the reward of such believers.
During the period of Prophet the believers were following him testifying Lord s Book as
the Bounty from the Three Time Knower Lord whereas the hypocrites among the
Mushriks were in doubt about prophet and Lord s Book. Today since Adhikr is formed as
a Book, Lord has become Impartial. So whoever holdfasts Lord by holding fast the Book
(Safeguard, Ticket, Mercy and Bounty) he will only return to the Paradise. It is told in the

verse 51: 50: Then you flee into the Lord, indeed I (Prophet) am a manifest warner to
you from Him . To flee into the Lord means to hurry to the place where Adhikr is
explained in one s heart s language. Those who flew away from hearing Adhikr are like
the donkeys fleeing by hearing lion s roar as told in the verses 74: 49-50. See the
explanation 2: 256 and 3: 101-103.
172. Those who responded to Lord Allah and to the Messenger even after affecting
the wound; for those who are living seeing Allah and heed Him have great reward.
When prophet and followers were returning after the Battle of Uh d , Abu Sufiyan
asked Muslims: Is there Muhammad among you? Is there Aboobacker? Is there Umar?
By obeying the instruction of Prophet none of the believers answered. But when he
asked Is there Umar for the 3rd time Umar replied: Yes, everyone is here . They left
saying that we shall meet again at Bad r in the next year. Then Prophet told some
companions to follow them. Thus, some followed them for a distance. About them is
mentioned in the verse as: Those who responded to Lord Allah and to the Messenger
even after affecting the wound .
Today the Best Book Adhikr is formed. So those who live by seeing Lord and heed Him
testifying and following Adhikr are Muhsineen. Any Muslim who doesn t follow It, at the
time of his death Lord will tell him: Nay, you have received My verses, but you were
arrogant to It, and you were among the disbelievers as told in the verses 39: 58-59. The
worthless people mentioned in the verse 25: 18 who don t follow and testify the Best
Interpretation of the Book Adhikr will be dragged prone on their faces into the Hell, such
are in the worst place and are the most strayed as told in the verses 25: 33-34. See the
explanation 2: 112, 170-171 and 186.
173. Those to whom the men told: Indeed men have gathered against you, so you
fear them ; then they increased their faith and they told: Lord Allah is enough for us,
what a best Custodian!
In the next year, the enemy was not in a good condition for fighting in Bad r. So they
sent some messengers to Medina informing that a huge army was gathered under the
leadership of Aboo-Sufiyan in order to fight against the believers. On hearing this the
believers told: Lord Allah is enough for us, what a best Custodian! as told in the verse.
Since there is no a group of believers anywhere in the World, there is no war today in
Islam. Instead, the odd believer who holdfasts Adhikr should do Jihad with It against the
hypocrites and Kuffar who are living against the Lord s Book and Islam as commanded in
the verses 9: 73; 25: 52 and 66: 9. These worthless hypocrites and their blind followers
are hiding Lord s Book and are making Islam as the worst way of life among the

mankind. On the second coming of Jesus, they will be killed by the other people
belonging to Messenger Muhammed s community such as Hindus, Budhas, Jines, Jews,
Christians, etc. and Islam will become the only way of life throughout the World. See the
explanation 2: 177; 3: 10 and 148.
174. Then they returned with favor and bounty from Lord Allah, no evil afflicted them;
and they followed Allah s Pleasures, and Allah possesses Great Bounty!
Prophet and companions stayed at Bad͛r for 8 days expecting the enemies. There they
involved in trade and received good profit. The bounty mentioned in this verse is that
profit. There they didn t have to face any difficulty or enemy. They successfully
completed the Trial of Lord. That is the meaning of saying: They followed Allah s
Pleasures .
Today the Bounty is Adhikr which is one of the 40 names of the Lord s Book. So, the
believer who considers the Lord as Impartial holdfasts It with his molar teeth as taught
by Prophet during his Farewell-pilgrimage. See the explanation 3: 79-80 and 138.
175. Indeed, that is only Satan who makes fear his companions; so you shouldn t fear
them, and instead you fear Me if you are the believers.
Today since Adhikr—the Safeguard—is formed, the believer who is the 1 in each and
every 1000 to the Paradise will convert his Jinn comrade mentioned in the verses 43: 3639; 59: 16-17 and 8: 48-49 in to a believer. Thus he will not fear any creature of Lord.
Instead he will deal harshly as well as will do great Jihad against the worst creatures
mentioned in the verse 8: 22 who are deaf, dumb and blind about the Splendid Book
Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 150, 257 and 3: 139.
176. And let not those who are hastening into disbelief sadden you; indeed, they
never harm Lord Allah in any way, Allah is intending them not to have any share in the
Hereafter, and they shall have a terrible punishment.
177. Indeed those who purchased disbelief instead of belief never harm the Lord Allah
in any way, and they have a painful punishment.
The hypocrites and their blind followers are the Mujirims who hide and reject Adhikr
after receiving It. They are serving Satan instead of serving the Impartial Lord as told in
the verses 36: 59-62. They are the 999 in each and every 1000. The odd believer who
belongs to the 1 in each 1000 holdfasts Adhikr which is the Unbreakable Rope from the
Paradise. Today the believer will not be worry about the disbelievers since they are the
worst creatures. Instead he will be eager to convey the Lord s Message throughout the
World irrespective of nation, religion, sex etc. as the Strong Weapon to do Jihad against

the disbelievers as well as the Balance and Trust to keep the Universe in its equilibrium.
See the explanation 2: 113, 168-169 and 3: 144-145.
178. And let not those who disbelieved reckon that indeed what We give respite to
them is good for themselves; indeed We are giving respite to them in order to increase
their sins, and they have a heinous punishment.
The Impartial Lord has given more enjoyments to the disbelievers in the temporary life.
They are aimless and they will not prepare Paradise in this 4 th phase for the 7th phase. So
they will inherit the Hell in the 7th phase. The different groups among Muslims are the
true disbelievers, and for them the Lord has kept prepared heinous punishment as
explained in the verses 4: 150-151. They are getting the Hellfire as a fine for their futile
deeds as told in the verses 9: 53-55, 67-68; 25: 33-34 and 65-66. The odd believer is
commanded through the verse 14: 30 to tell them: You enjoy here a little, indeed your
return is into the Hellfire . See the explanation 2: 96, 254, 286 and 3: 116.
179. Lord Allah will not leave the believers in their present condition until He sorts out
the bad from the good; and Allah will not disclose you the unseen, but Allah chooses
anyone He wishes from among His messengers, so you believe with Allah and his
Messengers; and if you are believing and are heedful, then you will have great reward.
Today all Muslims in the World by rejecting the Three Time Knowledge Adhikr have
become the true disbelievers, wrongdoers and Mujirims. As told in the verse 48: 6 the
believers of all mankind will be separated from the hypocritical men and women as well
as Mushrik men and women into Hijaz. Then the Light Adhikr will be translated into
different languages and will be propagated throughout the World even though the
disbelievers are hating it. Then the Last Sabiq (forerunner to the Paradise) will return to
the Paradise and the Pole-shift of Earth will occur. Then Antichrist will emerge on that
day. All the hypocrites and their followers will accept Antichrist as the prophet to get
food and water from him. Later they will accept him even as lord, for them he will give
cloning copies of beautiful females and handsome males to fulfill the sexual pleasures.
After about 1¼ years, Jesus will come for the second time and will kill the Antichrist.
Then all other people belonging to Messenger s community will approve Islam. The
hypocrites and those who are having doubt about the Lord s Book Dhikree will be killed
and thus the command of the verses 4: 91; 9: 123 and 33: 60-61 will be implemented.
See the explanation 2: 3-4, 136 and 213.
180. And let not those who act niggardly with any of His bounty Lord Allah has given
them is better for them; nay it is worse for them, certainly on the Day of Judgment
they will be shackled on their necks with whatever they had been niggardly; and to

Allah belongs the inheritance of the Heaven and the Earth, Allah is well acquainted
whatever you are doing.
The ultimate aim of life is to prepare Paradise here in the 4 th phase of life in order to
inherit it in the 7th phase utilizing all the bounties and favors which are not brought at
the time of birth and which are not carried at the time of death. But the aimless and
heedless hypocrites and their followers mentioned in the verses 9: 67-68 will not utilize
the Splendid Bounty Adhikr by themselves or will not give It to others. So, as told in the
verses 6: 93-94 at the time of their death, Impartial Lord will tell them: Surely We have
brought you alone, just like We created you for the 1st time, and you have left behind all
favors We had bestowed upon you; and We don t see with you the intercessors whom
you have been claiming that indeed they will intercede for you; verily all the relationship
between you have been cut off, and made strayed you whatever you had been
claiming . Any Muslim if not testifies the Book Husna, at the time of his death the Lord
will tell him that he was among the disbelievers as told in the verses 39: 58-59. Read
together 9: 34-35. See the explanation 1: 7 and 2: 167-168.
181. Surely, Lord Allah has heard the words of those say: Indeed Allah is poor and we
are rich! Certainly, We will write down whatever they say and their killing of
Prophets without any Justice; and We shall say: You taste the punishment of burning.
182. That is what your hands have sent on ahead, and indeed Lord Allah is not unjust
to His servants.
This verse reveals the characters of Jews and Christians in Medina during Prophet s
time. But only the hypocrites and the Kuffar who are the fuel of Hell as told in the verses
3: 10 and 9: 67-68 are only reading these verses today. Out of them, the hypocrites
enter the Hell even without Trial as told in the verse 4: 145, whereas the Kuffar
followers will be led to the Hell after Trial as told in the verse 39: 71.
Today s Jews, Christians and other people are not reading these verses. But Muslims are
only reading these verses which teach that the Paradise should be earned in this
temporary life (4th phase) in order to inherit It in the eternal Hereafter. But the aimless
and heedless disbelievers are preferring this World and their body than the soul and the
Hereafter. They are the Mujirims who are serving Satan as told in the verses 36: 59-62.
The verses like 8: 50-51 and 22: 9-10 end as: You taste the punishment of burning, that
is what your hands have sent on ahead, and indeed the Lord Allah is not unjust to His
servants.
The hypocrites who don t consider the Lord Allah as the Impartial are saying that
Paradise and Hell are given by the Lord, and the man has nothing to do for it. That is

why it is told about these enemies of the Lord, prophet and believers that they have
been killed since they hid the Ticket to the Paradise as well as the Safeguard against the
Hell as told in the verses 63: 4; 80: 17; 76: 29 and 5: 48. They are not considering Adhikr
as the Mouidhath. They are only uttering Qur an which means for repeated reading
and they hide the different 40 names of the Splendid Book. Without testifying them no
one will enter the paradise. Actually, Adhikr is the Best Book to be read repeatedly. The
hypocrites who are preaching and the disbelievers who are hearing their speech will be
gathered in the Hell as told in the verse 4: 140. See the Aim of life in the Introduction
of Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 187, 286; 3: 21-22 and 138.
183. Those who say: Indeed the Lord Allah has made a covenant into us not to believe
in the Messenger until he brings for us some sacrifice which will be consumed by the
fire. You say: Surely Messengers had come to you before me with Explanations and
with what you have asked, then why did you kill them if you are so truthful?
In the early community, it was considered that the sacrifice consumed by the fire is the
proof of accepting the sacrifice by the Lord. The two sons of Adam Habeel and Qabeel
disputed in the case who should be their wives. They decided to conduct a sacrifice for
decision. Habeel offered a male goat whereas Qabeel offered some ears chaff. Then the
unseen fire came and consumed Habeel s goat. Even then after proving the truth, in
order to get the lady born with him as his wife which was against Lord s decision, Qabeel
killed Habeel intentionally. Since he was the pioneer of the murder among the mankind,
he has to bear a portion of burden of each killing happening anywhere on the Earth.
Read together 5: 32.
Prophet Ilyas, who was appointed to the children of Israel told the priests who
worshipped the goddess Ba l : I am the only remaining Prophet of Jehovah! and you
have 450 Prophets of Ba l. So you bring two Bulls for us, slay one Bull, cut into pieces
and place it over the logs. I will also do the same with the other Bull. Then you call and
pray your God and I will pray in the name of Jehovah. The sacrifice consumed by the fire
can be considered as from the real Lord. They did so. The unseen fire came and burned
the Bull sacrificed by the Prophet Ilyas. But the queen of Israel who was the worshipper
of goddess Ba l became the enemy of Prophet Ilyas; and by her compulsion her
husband set out to kill him. Then Lord ordered him to begin his journey and return
through the deserts of Dammashakk. (Refer the Bible the King lessons 18, 19). Based on
this incident Lord is asking to that multitude of Jews in Medina who were living with
Prophet Muhammed: Oh enemies of Truth, why are you demanding for a miracle? You
were not kind enough to spare the Prophets who showed the miracles before by the
Permission of Lord .

The Explanations include the Book s explanation and the Miracles revealed by the Lord
through the Prophets and Messengers. But today Jews are not reading these verses and
are not demanding such miracles. Instead both the wrongdoing hypocrites and their
blind followers who are bearing the Lord s Book as the donkeys bearing the burden are
asking such questions. It is testifying what Prophet foretold: You will follow the Jews and
the Christians foot by foot and cubit by cubit as much as if they are entering into the
burrow of an iguana, you will also try to enter into it.
Today whoever is not holding fast Adhikr—the Unbreakable Rope—will be strayed from
the Straightpath. The curriculum of religious institutions of Muslims all over the World is
decided and framed by the hypocrites with the influence of Jews and Christians.
Muslims are learning and teaching the books written by the 29 pseudo-prophets on the
basis of that curriculum. They are deaf, dumb and blind who will not return to the
Straightpath as explained in the verse 2: 18. These worthless people who accept the 30 th
pseudo-prophet Antichrist even as lord will be killed by the second coming of Jesus. In
the verse 33: 60 the 3 groups of people who will be killed are (1) The agitators of town
(70,000 Jewish soldiers of Antichrist) (2) The hypocritical leaders of Muslims who are
knowingly hiding, misinterpreting and distorting the Lord s Book and (3) Those who are
having doubt about everything (Mushriks mentioned in the verses 33: 73; 48: 6; 98: 6
etc, the Kuffar mentioned in the verses such as 9: 68, 73; 66: 9; 83: 36, etc. and the
Fujjar mentioned in the verses 82: 14; 83: 7 etc.). If the Fujjar or Kuffar alone is
mentioned, it includes both the hypocrites and their blind followers. Today all the
Muslims and some Christian priests are killing Prophets since they are not following
Lord s Book Adhikr while they are boasting and claiming that they are the people of
Messengers. See the explanation 2: 61; 3: 21-22 and 112.
184. Then if they reject you, surely Messengers before you had also been rejected who
came with Explanations, the Scripture and the Enlightening Book.
The verse 35: 25 is also having the same Message. All 313 Messengers are sent with the
same Message of Lord needed for that specific period. Adhikr revealed upon Prophet
Muhammed contains all the 312 previous Books and their upright Explanations as told in
the verse 16: 64. It is safeguarding all the previous Books and their straight ways as well
as the right Explanations as told in the verse 98: 3. Today whoever likes to purify
himself, Adhikr—the Book for Purification—should be utilized as told in the verses 6:
104; 10: 108 and 17: 15. Explanation, Scripture and Enlightening Book told in the verse is
Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 285-286 and 3: 60-61.
185. Each and every soul will taste the death, and indeed you will be fully rewarded
your earnings on the Day of Judgment; then whoever prevents him from the Fire and

is admitted in the Paradise, then surely he is triumphed; and this worldly life is
nothing except the enjoyment of illusion!
Each and every soul will taste the death is also mentioned in the verses 21: 35 and 29:
57. In the verse 28: 88 it is told that Everything will perish except Lord Allah s face .
That means every living and non-living things will be perished. It is understood that all
living things have the soul. The difference of mankind from other creatures is that they
are bestowed with the intelligence.
Those who are not utilizing their intelligence for fulfilling the aim of life after reading
these verses, they are the Mujirims mentioned in 50 places in the Book. And they are
the worst among 1000 communities of creatures near the Lord as told in the verse 8: 22.
They are deaf for not hearing the Book Dhikree and dumb for not talking It to others.
Impartial Lord doesn t lead anyone to the Paradise or Hell. Therefore, each individual
has to prepare the Paradise in this 4th phase for inheriting It in the 7th phase. See the
explanation 2: 254, 281 and 3: 30.
186. Certainly you will be tested in your wealth and in your own selves, and certainly
you will hear much abuse from those who were given the Book before you, as well as
the Mushriks who associate others with the Lord Allah; and if you are patient and are
heedful, then that is the way of confidence.
Prophet and believers had to hear abusive and grievous words from the Jews, Christians
and Meccan pagans during that time. But today the 1 among 1000 believer is not
hearing such things from Jews, Christians, Hindus or any other people. Instead he will
hear such nasty words from the hypocrites and their blind followers (Mushriks) who
associate others in the Dominion of Lord who are only from Muslim people. Prophet
Muhammed and Swalih were laughed at by the disbelieving people as an odd liar as
told in the verses 38: 8 and 54: 25. See the explanation 2: 155-157 and 3: 102-103 and
111-112.
187. And you remember that Lord Allah made an agreement with those who are given
the Book: Certainly you should explain It to the mankind and shouldn t conceal It ,
but they threw it behind their backs and purchased for It a petty price; then, what a
wretched purchase they are making.
Adhikr is the name of Lord s Book revealed periodically upon 313 Messengers. The
bodies are named in different names. The body of the last form of Adhikr revealed to
Messenger Muhammad is in Arabic language named Qur an which means for
repeated reading. It is inherited to the Muslims as told in the verse 35: 32. Among them
are the wrongdoers who do wrongs against their own soul. That means the hypocrites

and their blind followers. They are 999 out of each 1000. Upon them the wrath and
curse of Lord are affected; and for them the Hell is kept prepared as told in the verses 1:
7; 9: 67-68; 18: 101; 25: 33-34; 48: 6 and 98: 6. The hypocrites are the enemies of the
Lord, Messengers and Prophets. They are hiding, distorting and misinterpreting the
Lord s Book knowingly, and they will enter the Hell even without Trial as told in the
verse 4: 145. Their blind followers- disbelievers- will enter the Hell after Trial as told in
the verse 39: 71. The Lord will tell to each of them at the time of death: You were
among the disbelievers as told in the verses 39: 58-59. This worthless people will
neither utilize Adhikr nor give It to others for using It as the Ticket to the Paradise as
well as the Balance and Trust to keep the Universe in its equilibrium. These hypocrites
and Mushriks who by hiding Adhikr and purchasing for It petty prices are filling Fire in
their bellies as told in the verses 2: 174-176. See the explanation 2: 78-79 and 3: 81.
188. Don t reckon those who are rejoicing with what they have been given and are
wishing to be praised for something they have not done, they shouldn t reckon that
they can escape with it from the punishment, while they have painful punishment.
The Splendid Book Adhikr has 40 names such as Trust, Guidance, Insight, Criterion,
Message, Safeguard, Ticket, Dhikr, Mercy, Bounty and Dhikree. But the Muslim who are
carrying the Book as donkeys carrying burden are uttering only Qur an which means
for repeated reading . They are not realizing that Adhikr is the Book for repeated
reading. The Lord taught through Prophet: You read Qur͛an when your heart is
participating with the reading, otherwise you will be darted from the ͚Dheen͛ as an
arrow is darted from its bow. These worthless people mentioned as Mujirims in 50
places in the Lord s Book are following 29 pseudo-prophets and are welcoming the 30th
pseudo-prophet Antichrist. They are not following any Prophet or Messenger, but they
are thinking that they are in truth and will return into the Paradise. See the explanation
2: 44; 3: 7-10 and 90-91.
189. And to Allah belongs the dominion of Heaven and Earth, And Allah is capable of
each and everything.
It is told in the verse 67: 1: He in whose hands have the kingship is the blessed, and He is
capable upon each and everything. It is told in the verse 25: 26: On the Day of Judgment
the kingship will be belonged to the Impartial Lord. See the explanation 1: 33; 2: 107
and 284.
190. Indeed, in the creation of Heavens and Earth, and the alternation between night
and day, certainly there are signs for the men endowed with the intelligence.

191. Those who are remembering the Lord Allah while standing, sitting and laying on
their sides; and are meditating about the creation of Heavens and Earth: Our Lord!
You have not created this in vain! Glory be to you! Then you shield us the punishment
of Fire!
Prophet used to recite the verses from 190 to 200 of this Surath as soon as he woke up
from the bed by looking into the sky. This verse is mentioning about the characters of
man endowed with intelligence. They always remember Lord in their standing, sittings
and laying. They will meditate and reflect the aim behind the creation of Heaven and
Earth. The believer will pray by mind while reading these verses as: Oh Lord Allah! You
make us among the men endowed with intelligence who remember You in the
standings, sittings and laying. And you make us among those who meditate the aim
behind the creation of Heaven and Earth. Our Lord! You have not created this in futile,
Glory to you, shield us from the punishment of Fire with the Safeguard, Oh the
Safeguard, Oh the One Who sent the Safeguard, Oh the Virtuous, the Mercy! . It is told
in the verse 45: 22 that Lord has created Heaven and Earth in order to reward every soul
for whatever it has earned, and they will not be dealt unjust. The believer is living for
the Believer Lord alone and he will seek help from the Lord alone for that as told in the
verse 1: 4. He always pray by mind for not to include among the wrath affected and
strayed people as explained in the verse 1: 7. See the explanation 2: 148, 152 and 3: 2628.
192. Our Lord! Indeed anyone whom You allowed to enter into the Fire, then surely
You made him shameful; and for the wrongdoers there is none from the helpers.
The believer always pray: Oh Lord! You not include us among the wrongdoers and the
shameful. Make us the heedful and the winners with Adhikr—the Splendid Book! The
wrongdoers mentioned in 220 places in the Book are the hypocrites and their blind
followers. By forgetting Adhikr, they became the worthless people as mentioned in the
verse 25: 18. They have made their food rejecting Adhikr (the Food, Cloth and Sight of
the soul) testifying the verse 56: 82. See the explanation 2: 85 and 257-258.
193. Our Lord! Indeed we have heard a caller calling for belief: You believe in your
Lord! , then we have believed. Our Lord! So You forgive for us our offenses and
remove our evil deeds from us, and You take us back with the Virtuous .
The caller mentioned in the verse is Prophet. So the believers who are following the
Book Adhikr—the Witness—and the Prophet should call the mankind into the Lord with
the Best Book Adhikr testifying the verse 41: 33. The believer always pray by mind as:
Oh Lord! Make us the Muhsineen who is testifying the Book Husna and make us those
who prepare Paradise in the 4th phase utilizing Adhikr—the Light—in order to inherit It

in the 7th phase (Hereafter); and while taking me back, you take back me as Muslim
(who submitted all to You) and righteous man. Enter me into the Paradise with the
forerunners, the virtuous with Adhikr—the Book for purifying . See the explanation 3:
55 and 102.
194. Our Lord! And you give us what you have promised us through Your Messengers,
and you don t make us ashamed on the Day of Judgment; indeed, You never breach
the promises.
The believer prays as: Glory be to the One Who never breach his promises . Lord Allah
never breach any promises given to His creatures even to Satan. It is told in the verse
32: 13: If We had wished, We would have given each and every soul its Guidance alone,
but the word from me had that I will fill the Hell with the Jinn and the mankind
altogether . The 999 out of each 1000 will be entrapped by the Satan as explained in the
verse 4: 118. Whoever male or female by utilizing Adhikr can transform his/her Jinn
soul-mate mentioned in the verses 43: 36-39 and 59: 16-17 into a believer. Thus the
deeds can be recorded in the ledger Illiyeen in the Paradise. All other Muslims who
have not transformed their Jinn soul-mate into a believer, their deeds are being
recorded in the ledger Sijjeen in the Hell. It is told in the verse 17: 108: The Knowledge
given persons will pray by mind always: Glory be to our Lord! Indeed the promise of our
Lord is to be implemented. Today the odd believer does the single Prostration of
Recitation in the dusk and dawn after reading Adhikr. See the explanation 2: 26-27 and
3: 133-136.
195. So their Lord responded to them: Indeed I will not make futile the work of any
worker among you whether man or woman, some of you are from others; then those
who have migrated and were driven out from their homes and suffered harm in My
path, and have fought and were killed; I certainly will remove their evil deeds and I
certainly will admit them to the Paradise beneath which rivers are flowing, as a
reward from Lord Allah; and Allah, with Him has the best reward!
Today there is no war or killing since there is no a group of believers anywhere in the
world. But there will be distress and harm for the believer who is living under the Light
of Adhikr from the hypocrites and the Kuffar who repeatedly reject the verses of Lord.
But he will not obey them, instead will do Jihad with Adhikr against them testifying the
verses 9: 73; 22: 78; 25: 52 and 66: 9. It is told in the verse 13: 18: For those who have
replied for their Lord s calling have the best; and those who haven t replied for the
Lord s calling, even though they have what is in the Earth and as much like that, and if
give it as ransom, will not be accepted, such will have evil reckoning and their abode is
the Hell, what a wretched cradle! See the explanation 2: 177, 186 and 3: 180.

196. Do not let to deceive you strutting of those who disbelieved in the countries.
197. Little enjoyment, then their abode is the Hell, and what wretched cradles!
In all the 520 places, the hypocrites and those who are having doubt in their hearts after
receiving the Truth for confirming mentioned in the verse 69: 51 are the disbelievers.
Their aimless life shouldn t dazzle or deceive the believer who is holding fast the Lord by
Adhikr—the Exalted Book. Such 1 in every 1000 believer should have to say the
disbelievers: You enjoy here a little, then indeed your return is into the Fire as told in
the verses 14: 30. The human devil hypocrites by changing the Mercy of Lord into
disbelief have made permissible the Hell (house of worthless) for their followers as told
in the verses 14: 28-29. Read together 39: 8.
Believer prays as: Oh Lord Allah! You don t include us among the worthless disbelieving
people who have chosen their way of life as play and amusement by forgetting Adhikr.
Oh Lord! You keep us far away from them and the Hell with the Safeguard! Oh the
Safeguard! Oh the One Who sent down the Safeguard! The Impartial and the
Compassionate .
198. But those who are heedful, for them have Paradise beneath which the rivers are
flowing, they live therein forever; a gift from the Lord Allah, and whatever with Allah
is the best for the virtuous!
It is told in the verse 32: 19: "For those who believed and do honorable deeds, for them
have the Paradise as gift from their Lord for what they had been doing". It is told in the
verses 18: 107-108: "Indeed those who believed and do honorable deeds, they will have
Paradise of Bliss as a gift; they will remain in it forever, they will not wish to go out from
It". The virtuous mentioned in the verse includes both the forerunners who will enter
the Paradise even without the Trial and those who are getting the Book of deed in the
right hand who will enter the Paradise after the Trial. While reciting these verses the
believer meditates in mind: "Oh our Lord! Include us among the heedful and virtuous
who are testifying as well as following the Best Book Adhikr". See the explanation 2: 25,
177 and 3: 136.
199. And indeed among the people of the Book, there is one who truly believes with
Lord Allah and what has been sent down to you as well as what has been sent down
to them fearing Allah, they will not purchase miserable price for the verses of Allah;
such will have their reward near their Lord; indeed Allah is very Swift in reckoning.
It is told in the verses 28: 52-55: "Those who have been given the Book before This, they
believe with It. If It is explained upon them they will say: "We believed with It, indeed It
is the Truth from our Lord, indeed we are the submitted ones before this. Such will be

given the reward twice for they were patient and were defending the evils with the
Best; and were spending from whatever We have provided to them. If they happened to
hear any vain, they will neglect it and will say: For us our deeds, while for you your
deeds; you can go, we don't seek the way of the ignorant". The verses such as 3: 19; 5:
4; 14: 51 and 40: 17 also end as: indeed Lord Allah is swift in Reckoning". Muslims who
are carrying Lord's Book as donkeys carrying burden are the wrongdoers mentioned not
only in the verse 62: 5 but also in 220 places in the Book. These curse and wrath
affected people's thought about the Lord is very evil as mentioned in the verse 48: 6.
They are not having the Real Knowledge that a Recording Book is fastened upon their
necks as told in the verses 17: 13-14; 18: 49; 23: 62-63; 36: 12; 45: 28-29; 58: 6 and 78:
28-29. They are not knowing about the 40 names of Lord's Book. The Impartial Lord will
not send anyone to the Hell or Paradise, instead the Lord s Book they read, heard and
touched will argue and witness against them and will push them into the Hell. See the
explanation 2: 2-5, 168-169 and 254.
200. Oh you who believed! You be patient and you be the commanders of patience,
and be tied up your hearts, and you heed Allah so that you may prosper.
By calling the believers Lord says: "You bow down (you obey), do prostration, you serve
your Lord and you do the Best deeds so that you may prosper". Believers always pray as:
"Oh Lord! Make us believer who does honorable deeds, patient and commanding to be
patient and the one who is remembering You always, and the one who is praising You
and glorifying You; and the one who enters into the Paradise with the forerunners and
the prosperous with Adhikr (the Book for Purifying, Ticket to the Paradise and the
Safeguard against the Hell); oh The One Who sent down the Safeguard, Oh the Lord of
the Worlds! See the explanation 2: 147-148 and 153.
______________

